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1

Auction 63
CATEGORY : A COLLECTABLES
Man/Mag Magazines x 87 copies
Varied assortment of early production Man/Magnum magazines. Overall good condition.

R 800,00

2

Deutsche Waffen Journal x 36 copies.
"The" German collectors magazine. Only for the German speaking collector. Good condition

R 350,00

3

Wild & Jag/Game & Hunt x 59 copies.
All in good condition.
Shooting Sport Magazines x 90 copies.
One of the more inormative & interesting British magazines covering Bird-shooting, hunting and
clay pigeon shooting as well as a useful feature on bird dogs and their training.

R 450,00

5

Hunting books x 4
1) Roaming With A Rifle - M Callender, 1st Ed. Good condition, No.223 of 1000. Hunting tales in
Africa and elsewhere. 2) The Trophy Hunters - Col Allison. 1st Ed 1979, dustcover. Collection of
stories by well known hunters around the world. 3) Signs Of The Wild - Clive Walker,1st Ed 4)
Big Game Hunting in New Zealand by Gary Joll about deer hunting there.

R 750,00

6

Artillery Of The Boer War
By Lionel Cook, number ? of a limited edition of 100 leather-bound books. An in-depth and wide
ranging study of the subject, 336 pages. As new.
Small Arms of The Boer War
Ron Bester's book regarded as the world's authoritative work on all Boer War small arms.
Covers handguns, rifles and edged weapons. Hardcover, illustrated, 385 pages. Brand new and
out of print.
Winchester- The Gun That Won The West
By Dr H F Williamson. Printed 1952. A detailed account of the development of Winchester
firearms and the history of the company. An essential book for all Winchester collectors.

R 950,00

4

7

8

9

Chamberlins History of Russian War 1856
Tattered & some water damage.
11 The Flame Trees of Thika
Memoirs of an African childhood by Elspeth Huxley. Good plus condition.

R 900,00

R 850,00

R 0,00

R 250,00
R 500,00

12 Bren Gun Bipod
Used in Rhodesian bush war. Fair traces of Rhodesian camo paint still adhering to bipod.

R 1950,00

13 7,62mm FN-Mag Tripod
Alloy framed, in good condition.
14 Hunting books x 2
1) The Sport of Shooting in Southern Africa - Aubrey Wyne-Jones, 1992. Beautifully illustrated, a
well known book. 2) Hunting - Marshall Cavendish Editions, 1st Ed 1980. Hunting stores from
around the world.
15 .32/.22 Webley Mk2 Starting Pistol & 6mm GasPistx4
All deregulated items. No license required. Webley starting pistol for use with .32CF blank or
.22[6mm] saloon blank in box. German gas pistols. All in good condition.

R 3750,00

16 Boer War Bandoleer
Holds 10 clips of 5 rounds each, fits a size 38 waist. Good condition
17 Pecar Berlin Scope Cased
In typical German leather carry case. Pecar Berlin 4X "Champion" scope with dupllex reticle.
Just right for a classic hunting rifle. Very good condition.
18 Weaver Scope
A Weaver KV Scope, 1" tube, appears to be about 4x. Vertical half post and horizontal crosswire. Clean
19 Leg of Mutton Case
End cap has come off but is included, lid hinge is also loose but both can be re-sewn. Lacking a
carry sling but one can be made from the belt folded inside the case, otherwise in a fair
condition

R 1250,00

R 450,00

R 650,00

R 3000,00

R 750,00

R 650,00

20 Gun Case x 2.
Two black rifle cases, first one has dimensions of 1,31m x .0,4 x 0,81m and is ideal for
transporting two scoped rifles. Second one is a bit smaller. Both with three locks each and
constructed of a solid cloth covered material. Both in good condition.

R 1200,00

22 W Powell Shotgun Case & Ammo Carrier
Hard leather trimmed canvas cases with "William Powell Gunmakers Ltd. 35-37 CarrsLane
Birmingham England" labels to them. One hundred round capacity to ammo case, shotgun
case made for gun with 30" barrels with fittings for shorter barrels as well.

R 4500,00

23 Zulu War Prints x 3
Large framed print of 29" x 38,5" "Battle of Isandlwana". Two further prints of 20 x 26,5" "Last
sleep of the Brave" and "Saving the Queen's Colours". All in good to good plus condition.

R 750,00

24 Boer War Prints x 3
Three framed prints of 29,5" x 22" . "Majuba 1881" "Floreat Etona Battle of Laings Nek 1881" +
"Royal Horse Artillery" First two prints have faded somewhat, third one is good plus. Second
25 FN/R1 Magazines x 6
Twenty round magzines. Good condition.
26 Sten gun Magazines x 6
All in good original condition.
27 G3 magazines x 6
Twenty round magazines. All in as new condition,
28 LM/R4/5 magazines x 6
Polymer 35 rd. mags all in very condition.
29 FN-Hi-Power extended 32 rd. magazines x 5
Designed for use in the Rhodesian R76 hmc and the standard FN hi-Power. Good used
condition.
30 Ak Magazines x 8
Standard ex-military thirty five round magazines. Good used condition.
31 Uzi Magazines x 6
Twenty five round magazines. Very good condition.
CATEGORY : B MUZZLE LOADERS
1 .40 Ardesa Under hammer Target Pistol
Complete with flask, starter, Pedersoli mould & rod. Saw-handle grip, 9.5" (242mm) barrel,
windage adjustable rear sight. Excellent condition. Cased.
2 .50cal Mkonto Incline Rifle
Modern repro of the J. Pauley patent mechanism. Round 23" (584mm) barrel with ramrod
underneath. Light coloured beech stock. Bushnell "Trophy" scope fitted, no iron sights. Excellent
condition.
3 12ga Pedersoli Mortimer Flint Lock Shotgun
Single barrel with 35,5" octagon to round, browned barrel. Colour case-hardened lock &
hammer. Mint condition.
4 .45 Diker Pennsylvania Rifle
A 32" (81.3cm) long, 13/16" (20mm) octagonal barrelled percussion rifle with basic iron sights.
The lock plate and hammer appear to be brass. Rear stock securing pin is missing. Fitted with a
ramrod. VGC.
5 .45 Ardesa Hawken Match Rifle
A modern percussion replica. A 33" (81.3cm),1" across the flats, heavy octagonal barrel with
plain blade front sight and adjustable rear sight. The lock colour case-hardened and lightly
engraved with scrolls. Trigger guard, patch box and curved butt plate in brass. With a ramrod.
Appears unused.
6 10br British1839 Patt Percussion Infantry Muskte
Marked "Crown over V-R Tower 1846". Smooth bore 39" barrel with ramrod. Fitted with the
Lovell's catch and including the matching socket bayonet.
7 British Brunswick Generation Percussion Long Gun
Barrel of 39" with ramrod and the classic brass trigger guard and cheek plate. Lock marked
"Crown over VR & Tower", ladder sight marked to 900 yards. The gun does not fit a specific
Brunswick model but has many of its features.
8 .577 Tower percussion short Rifle
Crown and Tower markings to lock. 31,5" Barrel length of " with bayonet lug " located 4,5 " from
muzzle. Ramrod misssing. Fair to good condition.

R 750,00

R 900,00
R 1500,00
R 1250,00
R 1600,00
R 1500,00

R 1600,00
R 900,00

R 8500,00

R 4750,00

R 11000,00

R 2500,00

R 5000,00

R 5500,00

R 4500,00

R 0,00

9

1
2
3

4
5

.68cal French Fusil percussion service Rifle
Full-stock rifle with 39 " barrel. Armoury markings to lock. Steel buttplate, trigger-guard, barrel
bands and muzzle cap. Fair to good condition.
CATEGORY : C EDGED WEAPONS
Patt 88 x4 & 2x P1907 Bayonets, All No Scabbards.
Variety of makers. The blades are generally good and the handles are generally fair.
.303 Patt 1888 Bayonet
With leather frog. By Sanderson 1899. Good plus condition.
.303 Patt 1888 Mk 1 2nd Type & .303 Spike Bayonets
P1888 missing fastening catch to top of hilt. Ricasso marked "Crown V.R. 7 90". Rest good.
.303 Patt.1888 & Mod 84/ 98 Mauser - No Scabbards
Synthetic ribbed handles to 84/98 bayonet. Both fair to good.
.303 Vickers P1907 Bayonet
Very scarce Vickers made model. Very limited production. Produced 1918, Canadian ownership
stamps to blade. Ricasso Marked "Crown GR 1907 4 18 Vickers". Good overall.

6

R 0,00

R 1450,00
R 1250,00
R 1150,00

R 1200,00
R 3000,00

.303 Pattern 1907 Remington Bayonet
Ricasso stamped "1907 10 15 Remington" with WD acceptance/inspection marks to reverse
side. Relatively scarce variant. Good overall .
7 .303 Pattern 1907 WSC Bayonet
Ricasso stamped "Crown G.R. WSC 7 42". Refinished, no doubt in 1942. Wilkinson Sword Co.
Good overall.
8 .303 Pattern 1907 "MA" Bayonet
Ricasso stamped "MA 1907 1 42". Reverse carries "MA" & miltary acceptance stamps. Both
scales are also military marked. Good plus condition.
9 .303 Pattern 1907 "Lithgow" Bayonet
With leather frog. Ricasso marked with "Lithgow shield 18. 4 & Lithgow". UDF & later SAP
ownership stamps to hilt.Good overall
10 SA FN-Fal M1963 Tube Bayonets x 4
Built for the S.A FN/R1 rifles. Three are complete with scabbard, one without. Good overall.

R 1450,00

11 P13 S.A. Patt. Mk 1 Bayonet
A P13 Bayonet marked "1913 SA. Patt Mk.1 AECO 1942" with scabbard 290mm long blade with
fuller. The ersatz finish to these bayonets was typical of SA war-time production.Built for the P14 rifle rifle by "Associated Engineering Co." this was a particularly scarce bayonet with the
same blade length as thee Patt. 1888 bayonet but with a fitting for the P-14 rifle.

R 7500,00

12 Vickers .303 Pattern 1907 Bayonet
Ricasso marked "Crown Gr 7 18 Vickers" and Canadian ownership stamps. Good overall. Very
limited production by Vickers.
13 East German AKM Type 2 Bayonet
Black composition grips and scabbard with wire cutter. Excellent condition.
14 Russian Old Pattern M1968 SVD Bayonet
Good condition.
15 East German Old Pattern M1968 SVD Bayonet
Good condition
16 Russian AKM Type 2 Bayonet
Reddish brown composition grips and scales to scabbard. Tula arsenal. Excellent condition
17 AK47 Bayonet
Steel scabbard, dark composition grips .Good plus condition.
18 East German/Russian Old Pattern AKM
Grips have suffered some heat damage? Rest good condition.
19 Chinese AKM Type II/ Early AK74 Type Bayonet
Black compostion handle and scabbard without wire cutter attachment. Good plus condition.

R 3000,00

20 Spike Bayonets x 7 - No Scabbards
Two Moisin Nagant bayonets, three Cruciform section SKS bayonets, one cruciform section
MAS36 bayonet and one FN M1963 spike bayonet.
21 Spike Bayonets x 2 - No Scabbards
A Model 1855/63 triangular bayonet, blade 450mm, socket a bit hammered and a cruciform
spike, Model 1895 experimental model blade 520mm. Fair condition.

R 1400,00

R 950,00

R 1150,00

R 1150,00

R 800,00

R 900,00
R 900,00
R 900,00
R 900,00
R 900,00
R 650,00
R 750,00

R 550,00

22 European Bayonets x 7 - No Scabbards
A mix of Austrian/French/Italian and Swiss bayonets. In fair condition and in need of some work.

R 1500,00

23 Mauser Mod 1898 1st Version Alter Art
Two piece wood grips with nine oblique grooves secured by two screws, a 526mm saber blade,
fullered with swelling point on rhs of ricasso struck with trademark of "WK&C". Brightly polished.
First model scabbard with black leather body and polished steel mounts. Good overall condition.

R 2500,00

24 German KS98 Sawback Bayonet
KS = Kurzes Sawback. With leather frog, steel scabbard, with KS numbering to both blade and
scabbard. KS = Kaizerliche Schutztruppen. Rhs of ricasso marked with "Crown over Erfurt".
Chequered leather grips showing some wear. Fair to good overall.

R 2750,00

26 German "Ersatz" Bayonet
Depressed sheet steel hilt of this bayonet was produced in two halves and rivetted together.
There is no muzzle ring or cross guard. Fullered blade of 255mm. Leather frog to steel
scabbard. Fair to good overall condition.
27 Portuguese Mauser Bayonet
A bayonet with scabbard for the Portuguese Mauser by Simson & Co. Marked "B790". In very
good plus condtion.
28 Belgian Mod 1889/92 Mauser Bayonet
Double edged knife blade with central rib measuring 342mm, wooden grips held by two screws,
cross guard with muzzle ring, rhs of cross guard struck with serial number "903.9". All steel
scabbard with drop shaped frog stud and finial. Good overall.

R 1500,00

29 Belgian Mauser Mod 1924 Bayonet
With leather frog, double edged ribbed blade of 447mm, serial number to rhs of cross guard.
Steel scabbard with drop point frog stud and finial. Wood grips held by two screws. Good to
good plus condition.
30 Schmidt Rubin M1911/1931 Bayonet
Highly polished double edged steel blade of 300mm with "Elsener Schwyz" stamped to ricasso.
Steel scabbard with leather frog. Wood grips held by two rivets, cross guard with muzzle ring
and spatulet quillion. Good to good plus condition.

R 850,00

R 2250,00

R 950,00

R 1500,00

31 Comblain Mod 1880 Yataghan Blade
Yataghan blade, fullered, the right side of the ricasso struck with date of "1886", blade length of
575mm. Brass hilt spring to right of grip, steel cross guard with muzzle ring with adjustment
screw and quillion with finial. The right side of the cross guard struck with number "R564".
French style all steel scabbard with loop and finial.

R 2250,00

32 1903 Springfield Bayonet
Fullered blade of 250mm, Phenolic plastic grip held by one screw, pommel and cross guard
parkerized. Type M7 olive green panited plastic scabbard. Good original condition.

R 2250,00

33 M1 Garand Bayonet
Blade of 168.5mm painted black, hilt of chequered black plastic grips secured by two screws.
Type M8A1 scabbard, olive drap plastic. Good original.
34 M16 Assault Rifle Bayonet
Blade of 159mm is marked to "Weyersburg Solingen" and is lightly pitted over surface of the
blade. Hilt of finely chequred black plastic grips, black plastic scabbard with olive drab web
hanger. Fair to good condition.
35 Yugoslav Mod 1956 SMG Bayonet
The Yugoslav M56 SMG appears to have been based on the German MP38/40 SMG. Bayonet
has a double-edged 175mm blade, plastic grips, steel scabbard and leather frog. Deeply blued
blade, bayonet is in mint condition.
36 Yugoslav Mod 1924B Mauser - Remanufactured "98.05"
Factory converted German model 1905 blade fullered, saw teeth removed and re-blued.
German model 19805 hilt with wooden grips with oblique grooves secured by two counter sunk
screws. All Steel scabbard with leather frog. Very good condition.

R 1250,00

37 Dutch Mannlicher M1895 Cavalry - No Scabbard
Crack to side of wooden hilt, poor to fair condition.

R 950,00

R 950,00

R 2450,00

R 250,00

38 Steyr M95 Bayonet
Reversed fullered blade, arsenal markings to both sides of ricasso, wood grips, steel scabbard.
Good to good plus condition.
39 Portuguese Air Force Officers Dagger
Ceremonial highly polished double-edged blade with Portuguese Maltese type cross to one
langet and Eagle surmounting a cross and wreath to opposite side. Brass finished cross guard
and pommel, wire bound black leather finish to grip of scabbard. Highly polished scabbard with
Portuguese cross to brass hangers and tip of scabbard. Mint condition.

R 650,00

R 3500,00

40 Uzi Submachine Gun Bayonet
Single edged knife blade with double edged point, pressed steel grips secured with two deeply
sunk bolt and nuts, steel scabbard. Based on the FN-Fal Type B bayonet. Excellent condtiion.

R 650,00

41 R1 "Apple Corer" Bayonet
With webbing ammo pouch and integral frog. Good condition.
43 Wenger Knife Set- "The Life Collection"
Set of six folding knives each with 65mm blade, cork screw, hoof pick, bottle opener, can
opener and file blade. Each knive depicting the work of art called "Life" of the well known swiss
artist Marie Vollerton-Sougy specialising in the art of silhoutting. In wooden display case with
numbered certificate for each knife.
44 Yugoslav M48 Mauser Bayonet
The fullered double pointed blued steel blade of 250mm, wooden grips, Factory 44 markings to
ricasso, identical serial number markings to scabbard and pommel. All in mint condition.

R 350,00

45 Masai /Nandi Tribal Knives x 2
"Seme or Lem" traditional knives. First one has 150mm double edged blade that is 32mm wide,
in raw hide red colourd sheath. Second one has a double edged ridged spear point blade of
610mm also in raw hide sheath with decreative fitting to it and leather red covered handle. Both
in good condition.
46 Arisaka 1897 Type 30 Bayonet
Manufactured by Mukden Arsenal. Complete with leather frog to steel scabbard. Mukden
Arsenal marking to ricasso, fullers, hook, wooden grips fastened by screws and a contoured
birds head pommel with serial number on end of pommel. Bright finished blade, early type metal
scabbard. Some light pitting to pommel and cross guard. Good overall condition.
47 Arisaka 1897 Type 30 Bayonet
Manufactured Hikari Seiki under Kokura supervision. Both arsenal marks on ricasso, bright
finished blade, hooked cross guard, metal scabbard, wooden grips, leather frog with broken
retaining strap which is included. Good overall condition.
48 WW1 German Trench Knife - Repro
Ribbed wooden handle, bright polished double edged blade of 145mm with ricasso stamped
"Gottlieb Hammfahr Solingen.Foche". Steel scabbard with integral leather belt fastener.
Extremely good condition.
CATEGORY : D COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
1 .45lc/acp Ruger Blackhawk Combo Revolver- Boxed
Pristine condition in maker's polymer carry box with spare cylinder handbook etc. 5 1/2" (14cm)
round barrel, 6 shot cylinder. VVGC
2 .22lr Ruger Mark II Pistol - Boxed
Heavy 5 3/8" (14cm) barrel, bore is very good. It ejected a fired cartridge which on examination
showed repeated strikes (to protect the firing pin during dry firing) so the gun must have been
used, yet it is absolutely pristine. In maker's box with handbook. VVGC.
3 .44 Ruger Super Blackhawk Revolver - Boxed
New model 'Super Blackhawk'. Single action only. Big 7 1/2" (19cm) barrel 6 shot cylinder,
smooth walnut grips. Excellent condition in maker's box.
4 .38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 10-7 Revolver - Boxed
The 4 1/8" (102mm) barrel with a very good bore. Another gun which appears to have been
barely used. 6 shot cylinder. Wooden grips. In maker's box with handbook etc. VVGC.
5 .38spl Smith & Wesson M36 2" Revolver - Boxed
Five shot snubbie in mint condition. In factory box with instruction manual and cleaning rod.
6 9mmp Star Presentation Mod BS Pistol - Cased
Highly ornate deep relief engraving to 90% of pistol, imitation mother of pearl grips with Star
trade mark engraved to both sides. Factory presentation case includes spare magazine. All in

R 2500,00

R 650,00

R 950,00

R 2500,00

R 2500,00

R 650,00

R 9500,00

R 4500,00

R 12500,00

R 3000,00

R 3750,00
R 4750,00

7

8

9

mint condition.
38spl Astra Mod Inox 2" - Boxed
Five shot snubbie of stainless steel, includes factory box with instruction manual. All in excellent
condition.
9mmp Walther P99 Pistol - Boxed
Alloy slide, steel barrel and polymer frame make it state of the art. The 3 3/4" (95mm) barrel has
a sparkling bore. The high-viz sights are a great idea. Ambidextrous safety and slide catch
release are good. Having the mag release built into the trigger guard sides is extremely cunning.
Includes spare magazine, cleaning rod and grip inserts. VVGC.

R 1500,00

R 9500,00

9mmp Walther P99 Pistol - Cased
Alloy slide, polymer frame, 3 3/4" (95mm) barrel, great bore. Ambidexterous safety and slide
release. With two grip rear components to suit different hands and a spare double stack
magazine. In original foam padded polymer carry case. Mint condition.

R 9500,00

10 .22lr Walther PPK Pistol - Boxed
The 'James Bond' pistol, but in .22 calibre. Brown polymer handgrips are marked 'Manuhurin'.
With spare magazine in makers box with handbook. VGC.
11 9mmk Walther PPK Pistol - Boxed
In factory box with instruction manual and factory test target some light holster wear to slide and
small chip to top of right hand grip. Rest good plus condition.
12 .22lr Walther Modell PP Sport Pistol - Boxed
Long target barrel - 8 1/4" (21cm) has a good clean bore. Ramp front sight and adjustable rear
sight. Extended brown polymer hand grips. Spare 10 shot magazine. In original cardboard box
with makers handbook. Excellent condition.
14 .357mag Colt Python Revolver - Boxed
In factory box with instruction manual. Adjustable sights to 6" ribbed barrel. Revolver appears to
be in the original factory grease and could well be unfired. As new condition.

R 3750,00

R 3500,00

R 3250,00

R 17500,00

15 9mmp Vektor CP1 Pistol - Boxed
Steel slide and barrel, polymer frame. Futuristic appearance. The 4" (10cm) barrel has a good
bore. In maker's carry box with 2 x spare double stack magazine, cleaning rod, brush and
handbook. VGC.
16 40s&w Vektor Pistol - Boxed
In manufacturers plastic case. Windage adjustable rear sight, ambidextrous safety, hooked
trigger guard, double stack 15 round magazine. Good original condition.
17 9mmp Beretta Pistol - Cased
Standard model 92S . Appears to be unused. With a spare magazine and barrel brush in
moulded factory case. Condition as new.
18 9mmk CZ Model M83 Pistol - Cased
Quite a bulky small gun, due to the double stack magazine. The 3 5/8"(93mm) barrel has a good
bore. Overall very good condition, the high viz sights are a nice touch. With a spare magazine in
the maker's carry case. Excellent overall condition.

R 4500,00

19 9mmp Astra Pistol - Cased
Model A70 in stainless steel. As new appearance. With a very good bore. Black polymer scales
are chequered. With a spare magazine in plastic box, includes makers booklet. Very good plus
to excellent condition.
20 9mmk Llama Pistol - Boxed
A mini-1911 clone. Ribbed slide with windage adjustable rear sight. The 3 1/2" (89mm) barrel
has a very good bore. Probably unused. In factory cardboard box with spare magazine, cleaning
rod and bristle brush .
21 32s&w Llama Revolver - Boxed
Adjustable sights to 3,35" ribbed barrel. chequered wooden grips. Mint condition.

R 3250,00

22 9mmk Star DKL Pistol - Boxed
Another mini 1911 version. The 2 7/8" (67mm) barrel, the bore is very good. In factory plastic
box with cleaning rod and handbook. VGC.
23 .22lr Bernadelli Engraved Pistol - Boxed
Very ornate with much scrollwork all over the nickel finished frame and slide. A 3 3/8" (85mm)
barrel has a good bore. With spare magazine in makers box. Very good condition.

R 2250,00

24 9mmk Sig Sauer P230 Pistol - Boxed

R 4500,00

R 6500,00

R 7500,00

R 2950,00

R 1950,00

R 250,00

R 1850,00

Typical example of the marque, the 3 3/8"(86mm barrel) has a good bore. In maker's box with a
sample target and handbook. It is nice to know the magazine's capacity, marked as 7.
cartridges!. VGC
26 .22mag North American Arms Revolver - Boxed
In a suede clip-on holster, inside a zip-up caddy, inside the maker's box with its handbook.
Stainless steel manufacture with 5 shot cylinder and a 1 5/8" barrel. Single action only Cute
walnut grips. VGC.

R 2850,00

27 9mmp Star Mod B Pistol
As used by the SADF for issue to officers, armoured vehicle crews etc. Good original condition.

R 4500,00

28 9mmk Astra Constable Pistol
Nickelled finish. The 3 3/8"(86mm) barrel has a good bore. Black polymer wrap-around butt in
good nick. In contrast the magazine is rather tatty. VGC.

R 1850,00

29 9mmk Astra M4000 Pistol
The classic cylindrical slide seen in Spanish pistols. The 3 3/4"(95mm) barrel is good. The
magazine is stainless steel. VVGC.

R 1850,00

31 .38 Belgian D/A Revolver - Nickelled - Pre 1898
Ovoid form barrel of 3,3", chequered wooden grips. Overall good to good plus condition.

R 2250,00

32 .38 Robert Hughes Pocket Revolver - Pre 1898
Top break action. Top catch is loose. The 3 1/8" (8cm) barrel very worn and pitted. Trigger
return spring faulty. Almost entire metal finish has gone. The wooden, chequered, bird's head
grips are in a surprisingly good condition.

R 1800,00

33 .45 Adams Mk. III Service Revolver - Pre 1898
A 5 7/8" (15cm) octagonal barrel with loss of finish to the muzzle. A 6 shot cylinder. Chequered
wooden hand grips still good, but action is faulty and needs a replacement operating spring.

R 6500,00

34 .450 Webley RIC No. 2 Revolver - Pre 1898
Barrel length of 3,8", top strap marked to " P. Webley & Son London and Birmingham".
Chequered wooded Tranter type grips, lanyard ring to bottom of butt, some loss of finish to
frame. Overall good.

R 5000,00

35 .450 Webley No2 British Bulldog Revolver -Pre 1898
Double action revolver marked "The British Bulldog P. Webley & Son. London & Birmingham".
Barrel length of 2.5", chequered wooden grips. Serial number 81458. Silver grey finish to
metalwork, both wooden grips show considerable wear to the back of the grips. Good working
order.

R 3500,00

36 .45 Webley No. 5 Revolver - Pre 1898
An unusual solid frame with 5 3/8" (13.7cm) barrel. Union Defence force ownership marks to
frame plus KP5 marking indicating unit use. The manual ejector rod works .The wooden butt
shows some wear. Overall good condition.

R 14500,00

37 .442 Webley RIC No 1 Revolver - Pre 1898
Bulldog style. The 4 3/8" (11cm) barrel with a blade front sight. Six shot cylinder. Tranter style of
wooden butt chequered all round. Retaining ring to base of butt. Good condition.

R 5000,00

38 .455 Webley Mk II Service Revolver - Pre 1898
British WD ownership marks and military acceptance stamps to most components. Good
original overall

R 8500,00

39 .455 Webley Mk II Service Revolver - Pre 1898
British WD ownership stamps, UDF ownership mark to barrel and " Sold out of service"
addorsed arrows to barrel and frame. Rhs of frame marked " V.742". Some light loss of finish to
metal work overall good condition.

R 8500,00

40 .455Webley Mk II Service Revolver - Pre 1898
British WD ownership and inspection stamps to most components, back strap is marked
"1.1900 4.C.B.A.C 67". Good original overall condition.

R 8500,00

41 .455 Webley & Scott Mark III Revolver - Pre 1898
Top break ejector action, the 4" (10cm) barrel has a good bore. The frame in very good

R 8500,00

condition as are the vulcanite bird's head pistol grips. Excellent overall condition.
42 .38 Webley Mk III Revolver
Small frame revolver with 3" barrel and six shot capacity. Model with internal firing pin, some
fading to finish. Top strap marked to " A P Walshe Kimberly & Johannesburg". Overall good
condition.

R 1250,00

43 .38 Webley Mk III Revolver
A Mark III 'Standard Bank' model. Small frame top break ejector model. The 3 1/8" (80mm)
barrel has an exceptional bore. The cylinder chambers are clean. Very good condition

R 1250,00

44 .455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
British WD ownership stamps to most components, addorsed arrow "sold out of service" stamps
to barrel and frame. Some wear to chequering on vulcanised grips. Overall good condition.

R 8500,00

45 .455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
Barrel marked .455/.476. Top break ejector action. Short 4" 10cm) barrel, bore is okay. Black
polymer bird's head grips. Fair condition.

R 8500,00

46 .455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver
Includes issue leather holster. Good plus condition.

R 8500,00

47 .23acp Webley Model 1908 Pistol
Black chequered hard rubber grips, external hammer. Approx 98% original blue remaining.
Pistol is in very good plus to excellent original condition.

R 3000,00

48 .22lr Webley Mk IV Revolver
Adjustable sights to 6" barrel. Chequered "Webley" vulcanite grips. Excellent condition.

R 4500,00

49 .38s&w Webley & Scott Mark IV Pistol
The 4 7/8" (12.5cm) barrel with good bore. Usual top-break action with 6 shot cylinder. Frame
stamped 'War finish'. Black polymer grips in good condition. In a home-made leather holster

R 1250,00

50 .38 Enfield Service Revolver
Enfield manufacture. Double action only model without hammer spur. Chequered wooden grips.
includes leather issue holster. Good condition.

R 1250,00

51 .38 Webley Mk IV 4" Revolver
Large framed model with chequered vulcanite grips, lanyard ring and Birmingham proof to it.
Good original condition but for some loss of finish to left hand side..

R 1250,00

52 .38 Webley Mk IV 3" Revolver
Small frame revolver with chequered vulcanite grips. Good original condition.

R 1250,00

53 .32 Webley Mk IV 3" Revolver
Small framed revolver with push through safety mechanism to frame. Much original finish, good
original condition.

R 1250,00

54 7,5mm Swiss Service Revolver
Octagonal 4" barrel, nickelled finish, missing front sight blade, chequered black hard rubber
grips, Swiss cross within shield to side of frame. Good to good plus condition.

R 3500,00

55 10.35mm Italian Service Revolver
Frame stamped 1913 and 'Ioschi Castelli Brescia' around a rampant lion. Articulated trigger and
no trigger guard. Single or double action. The 11cm (4 1/4") octagonal barrel has a murky bore.
6 shot cylinder. A complete loss of finish to the metalwork. Wooden grip scales still in good
shape.

R 1250,00

56 .38 Enfield Service Revolver
Typical top-break ejector action. 6 shot cylinder. This example with wooden hand grips VGC.

R 1250,00

57 .44 Remington Conversion Revolver - Pre 1898
Remington Mod 1858 percussion revolver with octagonal 8" barrel, brass trigger guard and

R 7500,00

smooth wooden grips converted to take .44rf cartridges. Ejector rod fitted alongside barrel and
recoil shield machined to load & eject cases. Plum brown/grey finish to barrel & frame with
traces of original bluing remaining in places. Grips still in good condition and screw heads have
not been messed with. No markings visible to gun, GWO.
59 7.62mm Tokarev TT33 Service Pistol
Pistol has been arsenal refinished and bares no identifying arsenal marks. Typical black plastic
ribbed grip with star to centre of it. Good refurbished condition.

R 2500,00

60 .22lr Ruger Standard Model Pistol
Fixed sights to 4,75" barrel. Includes spare magazine. Good original condition.

R 1750,00

61 .22 Ruger Mk 1 Pistol
Includes spare magazine. Adjustable sights to 6 7/8" barrel. Excellent condition.

R 1750,00

62 .22 Ruger Mk II Target Pistol
Heavy profile 5,5" barrel with adjustable sights. Pistol includes two extra magazines. Good plus
refinished condition.

R 2750,00

65 9mmp/357mag Ruger New Model Blackhawk Revolver
Single action with extra 9mmp cylinder to it. Adjustable sights to 6,5" barrel. Excellent condition.

R 4950,00

67 .357mag Ruger Speed-Six Revolver
The 2 11/16ths (69mm) barrel bore is good. The cylinder 6 shot. Blued action with silver
hammer and trigger. Wooden hand grips VVGC.

R 2750,00

68 .357mag Ruger Security-Six Revolver
Stainless steel version, 4" (10cm) barrel has a good bore and adjustable sights. 6 shot cylinder
and factory wooden hand grips. VVGC.

R 2750,00

69 .357mag Ruger Security-Six Revolver
Short barrel, 2 7/8"(66mm) with adjustable sights, bore is good. 6 shot cylinder. Large frame
with a very large hand filling Pachmayr wood and black rubber butt. Good condition

R 2750,00

70 .357mag Ruger Police Service-Six Revolver
The 4" (10cm) barrel. Gun is in excellent shape. Wooden factory hand grips fitted. VGC.

R 2750,00

71 .357mag Ruger Speed Six Revolver
Blued finish, 4" barrel, chequered wooden grips with factory logo to them. Good plus refinished
condition.

R 2750,00

72 .357mag Ruger Police Service Six Revolver
Stainless steel. A 4" (10cm) barrel, good bore, 6 shot cylinder. Factory wooden hand grips. In a
leather belt holster. VVGC

R 2750,00

73 .357mag Ruger Security Six Revolver
Adjustable sights to 4" barrel, chequered wooden grips with Ruger logo to them. Excellent
original condition.

R 2750,00

74 .44mag. Ruger Super Blackhawk Revolver
The Blackhawk is somewhat restrained compared to the Redhawk .The barrel is also 7 3/8"
(18.8cm) long and just 16mm in diameter. The large frame holds the 6 shot cylinder and
standard factory wooden hand grips adjustable sights and provision for scope mounting to top
strap. VGC

R 7500,00

75 .44mag Ruger Redhawk Revolver
A hand cannon - stainless steel - 7 3/8"(18.8cm) long and 18mm wide barrel with adjustable
sights. bore is very good. The very large frame holds massive 6 shot cylinder. Large Pachmayr
polymer grips are fitted. VVGC.

R 9500,00

77 .22lr Ruger Mk II Target Pistol
Long barrelled version of the gun that established Sturm Ruger. The 6 7/8" (17.5cm) barrel
with a good bore. Adjustable rear sight. 10 shot magazine with a spare. In excellent condition in
a zip-up caddy.

R 2500,00

78 .44mag Ruger Super Redhawk Revolver

R 7500,00

A hand cannon in stainless steel. The 9 3/8"(24cm) barrel is 20mm in diameter. With integral
scope mounts to receiver. Pristine bore and overall finish Two-tone wood and polymer grips
finish it off. In a large black shoulder carrier/holster. VVGC.
79 .36colt Navy Mod 1851 Revolver Pre-1898.
Plus cowboy type holster. Serial number 157987 indicates 1863 manufacture. New York
address, British proofs and Naval scene engraving to cylinder which is still relatively crisp.
Matching numbers throughout. Plain walnut grips. Revolver has weathered to an overall bluishgrey finish and apart from a few light dings to the barrel lug, is all in good original condition.

R 1500,00

80 .22rf Colt Revolver - Pre 1898
Serial number 6746. "Open-top" or detachable barrel model with 2 3/8" barrel without ejector
housing. Marked to "Colt's Pt. F.A. Mfg. Co. Hartford Ct. U.S.A" Seven chambers to cylinder.
Bronze frame with detachable side plate, birds head type grip, groove in RHS of recoil shield for
loading & ejecting cartridges. Very little original finish remaining to barrel or cylinder which is a
silver-grey colour, otherwise good order.

R 3000,00

81 .38 Colt New Line House Revolver Pre 1898.
Loss of all metal finish. Gun cannot cock and cylinder won't rotate. Spur trigger unusual. Poor
condition.

R 2750,00

82 .44 Colt DA Frontier Revolver Pre 1898.
Serial no 6251 indicated 1881 manufacture. Long, 7 3/8" (18.8cm) barrel combined with a bird's
head grip with chequered walnut grips. 6 shot cylinder Ejecting rod and loading/unloading port
work well. Trigger return spring gone awol, and hammer will not stay in cocked position. Plum
brown colour to finish chequered wooden grips.

R 4500,00

83 .38 Colt Mod 1902 Pistol
Serial number 36832 indicates 1914 manufacture. A large pistol for its calibre. The barrel is just
shy of 6" (15cm) with a fairly good bore. Gun has a 'slab-sided' appearance with lanyard ring to
bottom of left hand grip. 7shot magazine. Good condition.

R 14500,00

84 6,35mm Colt Mod 1908 Pistol
Serial number 404002 indicates 1937 manufacture. Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to
them. Excellent overall condition.

R 2500,00

85 .32acp Colt Mod 1903 Pistol
Serial No 280341 indicates 1918 manufacture. Pistol is in very good professionally refinished
condition but for chip to bottom of rh grip.

R 4500,00

86 .22lr Colt New Frontier Revolver
Serial number G34090 indicates 1971/2 2nd Gen manufacture. Includes . Single action with
4.3"barrel and adjustable sights, Colt logo and US to chequered hard rubber grips, alloy grip,
steel frame, cylinder and barrel. Pistol is in good refinished condition.

R 2500,00

87 .22lr Colt Frontier Scout Revolver
Single action revolver with serial number 118491F indicating 1960 manufacture, 4 5/8" (120mm)
barrel. 6 shot cylinder. Faux stag horn grips. VGC

R 2750,00

88 .38spl Colt Detective Special Revolver
Serial number 02398N. Blued snubbie with 2" barrel, 6 shot cylinder. chequered wooden grips.
Good to good plus original condition.

R 3750,00

89 .38spl Colt Detective Special Revolver
Serial No 14326m indicates 1976 manufacture. A 2"(51mm) snub-nosed gun with a 6 shot
cylinder on the small frame. Chequered wooden hand grips fitted. Excellent condition.

R 3750,00

90 .357mag Colt Lawman Mk III Revolver
Serial number 11588J indicates 1973 manufacture. Barrel length of 4" marked" Lawman Mk III
357 magnum cartridge". Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them, some light speckling
to finish on lhs rest good original condition.

R 4500,00

91 .357mag Colt Python Revolver

R 17500,00

Serial number E79370 indicates 1974 manufacture. Blued finish, ribbed 6" barrel, chequered
wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Excellent original condition.
92 .357mag Colt Trooper Mk III Revolver
Serial number 20084J indicates 1973 manufacture. Adjustable sights to 4" barrel, rubber
Pachmayr grips fitted. Good to good plus original condition.

R 4500,00

93 .45acp Colt 1911 A1 US Military Pistol
According to serial number manufactured in 1943. "GHD" inspector markings, "United States
Property" and "M1911A1 U.S. Army" on frame. Pistol is 100% original military configuration and
has not been modified in any way. Colt slide, barrel, frame and small parts. Fully functional and
complete, condition is excellent overall. Original magazine.

R 16500,00

94 .45acp Colt Govt Mod Mk IV Series.80 Pistol
Serial No FG46143 indicates 1985 manufacture. Stock standard variant of the Colt 1911.
Usual 5" (12.7cm) barrel with an excellent bore. Chequered wooden hand grips have gold discs
with Colt motif inletted into the wood. VVGC.

R 12500,00

95 .45acp Colt Govt Model Pistol
Serial no 37325G70 indicates 1977 manufacture. Combat customised A MK IV/Series 70
Model. Silver frame. Lightened trigger, extended safety and beaver tail, excellent bore to barrel.
Polymer chequered grips with finger grooves in front. Hi profile combat sights. Excellent
condition.

R 7500,00

96 .45acp Colt Gold Cup Pistol
Slide stamped 'Colt's Mk IV/Series70" and "Gold Cup National Match'. Serial no. 70N08678
indicates ? manufacture. Loss of finish to RHS of slide. Bore showing slight wear to the throat.
Pachmayr grips fitted. Otherwise good condition. With a spare mag.

R 15000,00

97 .45acp Colt Combat Commander Pistol
Serial Number 70SC62013 indicates 1978 manufacture. Factory satin nickel finish to frame and
slide. Barrel bore is excellent with hi profile combat sights fitted. Pachmayr wrap-around black
rubber grips a worthwhile investment. Very good condition.

R 12500,00

98 .45acp Colt Government Mod Mk IV Series 70 Pistol
Serial 63174B70 indicates 1980 manufacture. Pistol has had high profile combat sights,
ambidextrous safety and rubber Pachmayr grips fitted. All in excellent condition.

R 6500,00

99 .45acp Remington 1911A1 Pistol
Serial number 1828642 indicates 1944 manufacture. In original as-issued condition. The 5"
(12.7cm) barrel has a good bore. Slide release catch stiff, Otherwise very good condition, the
brown polymer chequered hand grips especially so. VGC.

R 15000,00

100 .45acp Thompson Pistol
1911A1 type pistol, slide marked "Thompson Auto Ordnance Corp. .45 cal automatic", frame
marked "Auto Ordnance Corp West Hurley NY". Grips have Thompson Auto Ordnance logo to
them. Good original condition.
101 .45acp Colt Govt Model Pistol
Serial No 1206391 indicates 1943 manufacture. Hi profile combat sights. Pistol has also been
ported and polished , lightened trigger and Pachmayr wrap-around grips. Very good recoditioned
condition.
102 4,5mm PErika Pistol
4,5mm Liliput auto caliber. Detachable magazine foorward of the triggerguard. Hard rubber grips
with a moulded motif at the top. The Erika was developed by an Austrian Joseph Pfannel as a
very compact pocket pistol but it was not a commercial success, in part due to the
underpowered round. Good refinished condition.

R 10500,00

R 6500,00

R 7500,00

103 6.35mm FN Browning Pistol
The real 'baby' Browning. A 2" barrel with a fairly good bore. Unusual rear grip safety. Action is
frozen and gun inoperative.
104 7.65mm FN-Browning Mod.1900 Pistol
Nickelled finish with black polymer grip scales. Safety catch very stiff and gun will not fire.

R 1450,00

105 7.65mm FN- Browning Mod 1910 Pistol

R 1500,00

R 1900,00

A good carry or hide-away gun. The 3 3/8" (86mm) barrel with a good bore. Bluing is in great
shape. Magazine catch a bit stiff. VGC
106 7.65mm FN Browning Mod 1910 Pistol
Pocket pistol, the barrel 3 1/4" (83mm), good bore. 5 shot magazine. good finish, Squeeze
safety catch. In a large zip-up caddy. VGC

R 1500,00

107 9mmk FN-Browning Mod.1910 Pistol
A classic pocket pistol, slim and smooth. The finish showing hardly any wear. The 3 1/2"
(89mm) barrel spotless. Black polymer side grips showing 'Browning"while frame is stamped
"Fabrique National'. The magazine a 5 shot. VVGC

R 1600,00

108 9mmp Browning Hi-Power Pistol
Breech stamped with FN's address etc. The 4 1/4" (11cm) barrel with a good bore. 13 shot
magazine. In excellent condition

R 4506,00

109 9mmp FN HP Pistol
The Hi-Power pistol with 13 round magazine. Very good bore, action still rather stiff. Black
polymer grips. VVGC.

R 4500,00

110 .22lr FN-Browning Intl. Medallist Pistol
Heavy fixed barrel with ventilated top rib ,5 7/8" (14.6cm) long with a very good bore. Adjustable
rear sight. 10 shot magazine. Hand-filling wooden grips with thumb rest on the lhs. VGC.

R 2500,00

112 .22long/lr Walther Pistol
Barrel is 7 3/8"(19cm), bore is very good. 10 shot magazine, chequered wooden hand grips.
VGC.

R 3000,00

113 7.65mm Walther PP Pistol
Well-known model from a famous manufacturer. This example in excellent condition. In a suede
clip-on belt holster. VCG.

R 2450,00

114 7.65mm Walther PPK Pistol
The real 'James Bond' pistol in the right calibre. Standard 3 1/8" (80mm) barrel shows a clean
bore. The wrap-around brown polymer butt is in good shape. VVGC.

R 2450,00

115 7.65mm Walther PPK Pistol
Standard black finish with brown polymer grips. Excellent condition. Includes spare magazine.
VGC.

R 2650,00

116 7.65mm Walther PP Pistol
Standard Walther PP pistol, Some loss of finish externally. 7 shot magazine. Polymer grips, very
good condition.

R 2500,00

117 9mmk Walther Pistol
Another stock standard example of the brand. This starting to show some odd rust spots on
frame and slide VVGC.

R 3250,00

118 9mmp Walther P38 Pistol
Standard issue pistol for much of WW2. Barrel is 5" (127mm) with a very good bore. Black
polymer grips. Very good condition.

R 2850,00

119 9mmp Walther P38 Pistol
The 5" (12.8cm) barrel has a reasonably good bore. Signs of rust spotting and loss of finish to
RHS of slide. Otherwise in good condition.

R 2750,00

120 .25acp C.G.Haenel Suhl pistol.
'Modell II' no less. Typical .25 baby pistol. This one with a 5 cartridge magazine capacity. Barrel
length 2" (51mm) barrel has a ropy bore.

R 1250,00

121 7.65mm Mauser M1914 Kriegsmarine Pistol
Slide displays" Eagle over M" marking indicating Kriegsmarine issue to LHS. On the RHS of the
slide is stamped "Cal 7,65-D.R.Pu.A.P". The 3 1/4" (83mm) barrel has a good bore. Serial no.
502956. Wooden chequered grips. The pistol displays some holster wear to sharp edges but is
in overall very good condition. In an issue leather holster.

R 3950,00

122 .22lr Erma LA22 Luger Type Pistol
.22lr variant of the P-08 Luger service pistol. Manufactured 1965. Good working order but for
safety catch which is missing a securing plunger.

R 1250,00

123 9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol
Manufactured by DWM 1915. Matching numbers throughout pistol but for magazine, includes
original wooden grips. Very good original condition.

R 7500,00

124 9mm Luger P-08 Pistol
Manufactured by DWM in 1911 without stock lug. Chamber marked "1911" and toggle "DWM".
Rare "LP387" markings to backstrap, indicating issue to German South West African Landes
Polizei. Fully original and complete with original finish and original wooden grips and proof
marks. Matching numbers on all parts including magazine with wooden base but it is not
numbered. Holster in excellent condition also.

R 18000,00

125 9mmp Luger P-08 "G" Service Pistol
Early acceptance mark designating 1935, designed specifically to hide the continuing German
rearming in violation of the treaty of Versailles. In original holster dated 1937 with spare
magazine. Scarce "G" mark marked chamber area, correct "S/42" marked toggle. Matching
numbers to barrel, frame and toggle. Mismatched number to take down lever, detachable side
plate and magazine. Black plastic grips, holster wear to high spots and just behind plate. Overall
good original condition.

R 11000,00

126 9mmp Vopo Luger Pistol
Breech stamped 1938, toggle S/42. All visible part numbers correct serial number. 4" (10cm)
barrel with a very good bore. Excellent all-over finish. Original magazine is a rarity. In black
leather military issue holster with a spare magazine. VVGC.

R 6500,00

127 9mmp Luger P-08 Pistol
Some parts with non-matching serial numbers. Breech stamped 1915 with DWM cartouche on
toggle arm. Some slight pitting externally. Bore of the 4" (10cm) barrel is very good. Chequered
wooden scales still very good. VGC.

R 6000,00

128 6,35mm Beretta Mod 950B Pistol
Final variant of the flip up barrel Beretta which has proved very popular with women in particular.
Mint condition.

R 1250,00

130 .22 Beretta Mod 71 Pistol
Barrel length of 86mm, ten shot magazine. Very good plus condition.

R 1500,00

131 .22lr Beretta Mod. 71 Pistol
No model number. The 3 3/8" 86mm) barrel has a good bore. Magazine 10 shot. Excellent mag
release catch. Overall very good condition.

R 1450,00

132 .22lr Beretta Mod 74 Pistol
Adjustable sights to 146mm barrel, ten shot magazine. Good to good plus condtiion.

R 1750,00

133 .22lr Beretta Mod 79 Pistol
Spare 10 shot magazine and some tools in a soft caddy. Target pistol with fixed 6" (15.3cm)
barrel which has an excellent bore. Adjustable rear sight. Hand-filling wooden butt with thumb
rest on LHS, nicely chequered. With a spare 10 shot magazine and some tools in a soft caddy.
VVGC.

R 1850,00

134 6.35mm Beretta Mod 950 Pistol
Proofed 1953, first variant of the flip up barrel Beretta, pistol shows some loss of finish to lhs of
slide. Overall good condition.

R 950,00

135 9mmk Beretta M1934 Pistol
Slide dated 1937, RE markings idicate issue to army .Barrel 3 3/8" (86mm). Bore slightly pitted.
Otherwise good condition.

R 2750,00

136 9mmk Beretta Mod 1934 Service Pistol
Slide dated 1937, RE markings to frame indicate army issue. Good to good plus condition.

R 2750,00

137 9mmk Beretta M1934 Service Pistol
Slide dated 1937, RE marked. Includes military flap type holser with spare magazine to it. Good
condition but for some very fine pitting to slide. Additional serial number added to frame and
slide.

R 2750,00

138 9mmk Beretta M1934 Pistol
Barrel 3 3/8" (86mm), bore good. Slight loss of finish around muzzle. Slide dated 1953, pistol
proofed 1955. Good condition.

R 2750,00

139 9mmk Beretta M1934 Pistol
Issued to Italian military and police. Slide dated 1941, RE markings indicate Issue to army. This
one's 3 1/4" (82mm) barrel's bore is a bit ropy. Original overall but for bore which is showing
some wear.

R 2750,00

140 9mmp Beretta Mod.92SB Pistol
As new. The 4 3/4" (12cm) barrel is in perfect condition, the rest of the gun ditto. Double stack
magazine is a 15 cartridge capacity. In a polyester belt holster. VVGC.

R 5500,00

141 9mmp Beretta M92 Pistol
Very good condition, The 4 3/4" (12cm) barrel with a clean bore. Matt black finish except for
shiny black hand grip scales. With a spare double-stacked magazine in a zip-up leather pouch.
VGC.

R 5000,00

142 9mmp Vektor SP 1 Sport Pistol
Combat sights, ambidextrous safety, hooked trigger guard and extended mag release to pistol.
Pistol is in very good condition but for some light holster wear to slide. Spare mags x 5.

R 6500,00

143 9mmp ADP Pistol
Steel slide, barrel and magazine, polymer frame. Barrel is 3 5/8" ( 92mm) long and bore is good.
Slide does not lock back. Ambidextrous safety. Stubby double stack magazine

R 3500,00

144 9mm Varan PMX 90 Pistol
One of the first South African combat styled pistols, the Varan had a fifteen round magazine
capacity, hooked trigger guard, reversable left or right handed mag release, ring type hammer,
adjustable combat sights and polymar lower frame. Pistol shows some signs of carrying wear
but is in good mechanical order.

R 4500,00

145 .40s&w R.A.P. 401 Pistol
Made in RSA.. Slab-sided auto with 8 shot magazine. 3 3/8" barrel, good bore. Black polymer
grips. VGC.

R 4500,00

146 6,35mm PAF Junior Pistol
Pocket pistol made by Pretoria Arms Factory in 1950/60's. Loosely based on the 6,45 Browning
automatic. Pistol is in very good original condition with crisp PAF markings to both sides of the
slide and grips.

R 1500,00

147 9mmp X-Cal Pistol
S.A Designed & built polymer frame pistol with 120mm barrel & steel slide. Designed by Stuart
Beecham and Barry Baars in the late 1990's, the pistols were manufactured by Excalibur Arms
2000 to 2007. Magazine capacity of 13 or 15rounds. Hooked trigger guard, magazine was
based on the FN-HP. Good used condition, seldom seen. Pistol was also offered in .40S&W cal.

R 4500,00

149 .38 Smith & Wesson Safety Hammerless Revolver
Fourth model, serial no. 167181 indicates 1898-1907 manufacture. AKA 'the lemon squeezer".
A hammerless double action only revolver with a squeezer grip safety was designed to be used
from inside clothing or handbags, Those were the days... The top-break action holds a 5 shot
cylinder, the 3 1/4" (83mm) barrel has a remarkably good bore. Exterior has a plum-brown finish
to it.

R 1950,00

150 .38 Smith & Wesson Victory Model Revolver
Barrel length of 5", parkerized matt finish to metal work, plain walnut grips, revolver shows both
British Military acceptance stamps, SAP markings and British Commercial proof marks to it. Top
strap is 'US Property" marked indicating a lend lease item. Good original condtion.

R 1250,00

151 .38s&w Smith & Wesson Model 10-8 Revolver
Satin nickel finished. Large frame, 4" (10cm) barrel with a good bore. 6 shot cylinder. Black
Pachmayr oversize grips. Good condition.
152 .38s&w Smith & Wesson M&P model 1902 Revolver
1st Change target model, with four screw frame. Serial no. indicates 1903-1904. One of the

R 150,00

R 2500,00

first of the square butt frames, serial no. 5999xx. Nickelled finish, long 6 1/2" barrel, good clean
bore. 6 shot cylinder. Double action. Chequered wooden hand grips Good to good plus
condition.
153 .357mag Smith & Wesson Mod.19 Revolver
As new condition, 4" (10cm) barrel Blued finish. Oversized Pachmayr rubber butt fitted. VGC.

R 4500,00

154 .455 Smith & Wesson 2nd Mod Hand-ejector Revolver
British military purchase 1915/16, with British military acceptance/inspection to frame. The 6
1/2" (16.5cm) barrel has a good bore and the 6 shot cylinder locks up tight. Chequered wooden
hand grips with S&W cartouche at the top.Extremely good original condition with approx 95%
plus original finish and grips with crisp chequering to them. In a leather military flap holster.
Extremely good condition..

R 4500,00

156 9mm Astra Mod F Pistol
With matching shoulder stock. WR number has been lightly engraved to side of frame, original
serial number 30197, rear sight graduated to 500m, detachable box magazine, pistol selector
on pistol has been modified so that it only fires on semi auto function. Good plus overall.

R 19500,00

157 9mmp Mauser Broomhandle Pistol
Conehammer model, serial no. 10869 which has been rebarrelled to 9mmp calibre by Bill
Ritchie. Includes later period stock, wrap around leather sling holster with cleaning rod and
spare magazine spring. Smooth wooden grips. Very good refinished condition.

R 8500,00

158 7.63mm Broomhandle Mauser Pistol
Serial number 52868 The 5 1/2" (14cm) barrel in good condition. Externally very good and the
wooden holster/butt stock is in good condition. An excellent example of the marque.

R 11500,00

159 7.63mm Broomhandle Mauser Pistol Pre-1898
Early cone-hammer model with serial number 3253 indicating 1896/7 manufacture. All numbers
matching except for shoulder stock. Rear sight marked to Westley Richards & Co. Typical worn
bore. Bluing still appears to be very good with some holster wear to barrel . A scarce model in
good plus condition but for worn bore.

R 17500,00

160 12ga Protecta Shotgun
Civilian version which requires hand cocking with the pistol grip between shots. Circular
magazine takes 12 rounds.. Folding stock. VGC.

R 2500,00

161 12ga Striker Shotgun
The "Striker" model, made by Aserma. Clockwork rotary magazine takes 12 rounds. Folding
stock. VGC.

R 2500,00

162 12ga Protecta Shotgun
S.A. made combat shotgun. Revised version which requires hand cocking with the pistol grip
between shots. Circular magazine takes 12 rounds.. Folding stock. VGC.

R 2500,00

163 .22lr Drulov Mod 70 Pistol
Originally a bolt-action single shot target pistol. The 9 7/8" (25cm) barrel has a good bore and
has had its front sight removed and the muzzle threaded for a silencer. A base for a scope
installed over the action rear. The silencer is massive, 9" (23cm) long and 1 9/16ths (43mm) in
diameter, weighing 1kg while the gun weighs just 1.25kg.

R 1500,00

164 .22lr TOZ Pistol Cased
Cased with accessories. Tilting block single shot target pistol with wrap-around orthopeadic
gripps & wooden fore-end. Micro-adjuable sights, 11,75" barrel and adjustable trigger. Very
good condition.

R 2500,00

165 .22lr Hammerlli Free Pistol - Cased
Single shot target pistol with micro-adjustable sights and 11,25" barrel. Orthopaedic type grips,
side operating lever and adjustable trigger. Good original condition. In after-market aluminium
carry case.

R 3500,00

166 9mmp Sten MK II Hmc
The MK II is the most common of the Sten hmc's. Magazine capacity of 30 rounds barrel length
of 7,66". Produced from 1942 to 1944 with about two million built in Briton, Canada and New

R 12500,00

Zealand. Good overall.
167 9mmp Sterling Hmc
Loosely based on the Sten gun the Sterling proved to be a far better built and more reliable gun
than the Sterling. Roller feed magazine, 8" barrel, folding stock. It has been modified to semi
auto fire only. Good plus condition.

R 7500,00

168 9mmp R76 Hmc
The R76 was manufactured by Northwood Developments (Pvt.) Ltd of Salisbury. First prototype
was released in 1976 and production commenced 1977. It was offered in both a selective fire
variant and semi-auto only model. The R76 was described a "Complete weapons system" with a
choice of four barrel lengths, thirteen, twenty or thirty round magazines, fixed or folding stocks
and a flash hider, bayonet and bipod. This model has a 25 round magazine, telescoping stock,
and 6,5" barrel. Good original condition.

R 5000,00

1

CATEGORY ; E MODERN HANDGUNS
.38spl Taurus Revolver - Boxed
Blued finish. 2"(51mm) snubbie. 5 shot cylinder. Extended wooden hand grips, with a bristle
brush in maker's box . Good condition.

R 1500,00

2

.45acp Glock 21 Gen4 Pistol - Cased
In manufacturer's case with handbook, cleaning rod and spare double stacked (13 capacity)
magazine and 2 alternative butt backs for differing hands. Steel slide and barrel with polymer
frame. The 4 3/8" (11cm) barrel has an excellent bore. Condition as new.

R 5500,00

3

.40s&w Para-Ordinance P16.40 Pistol - Cased
A Colt 1911 clone with a massive base to the handpiece. The 4 3/4" (121mm) barrel with
excellent bore. The rear safety spur is extended and the slide release has a big wing to aid
operation. Double stacked magazine with 2 spares. Matt black finish overall. In large carry
box.Very good condition.

R 11000,00

4

.45acp Armscor Pistol
A behemoth of a pistol with a whacking great chunk of aluminium at the bottom of the butt. The
5"(127mm) barrel is in good nick. A massive double stack magazine fits inside the hand-filling
butt. There are 2 spare mags. VVGC.

R 12500,00

5

.45acp Star Mod. PD Pistol
Compact and easy to carry. A 3 3/4" (95mm) barrel, great bore. Some loss of bluing on RHS of
the slide. Pachmayr black rubber wrap-around grips fitted. VGC.

R 3750,00

6

.40s&w Glock 35 Pistol
Big pistol, has seen some work, but bore is sound, 12 shot double stacked magazine. VGC.

R 7000,00

7

9mmp Model CZ75 Pistol
Chromed slide, matt black frame and shiny black polymer grips. The 4 1/2" (11.4cm) barrel is
good. Gun in excellent condition.

R 5500,00

8

9mmk Tanfoglio TA382 Pistol
In a lady's floral handbag and includes 2 spare mags and maker's handbook. Silver anodised
finish all over, black polymer hand grips.. Barrel 3 1/2" (89mm) long. Very good condition.

R 950,00

9

.22 Bernardelli Mod 60 Pistol
Barrel length of 7,75", threaded for silencer. Includes spare magazine.

R 950,00

10 22lr Sauer & Sohn single action Revolver
Full sized gun, barrel 5 3/8"(13.7cm), 6 shot cylinder. Smooth wooden hand grips. VGC.

R 1750,00

11 38spl Uberti single action Revolver
Barrel is 5 3/8" (13.7cm) 6 shot cylinder. Brass back strap and trigger guard. Hardwood grips.
VGC

R 2950,00

12 38spl Uberti single action Revolver
Barrel is 5 3/8" (13.7cm) 6 shot cylinder. Brass trigger guard and back strap. Adjustable rear
sight. VGC

R 2950,00

13 357mag Sauer & Sohn single action Revolver
Barrel 6 3/8" (16.2cm) long, 6 shot cylinder. Single action only. Wooden grips. Good condition.

R 3000,00

14 .357mag Uberti single action Revolver
A copy of the Remington Model 1858. Single action only. Colour case-hardened frame, steel
barrel and 6 shot cylinder, brass trigger guard. Light coloured wooden hand grips. VGC.

R 3250,00

15 .22mag Astra Cadix 4" Revolver
Blued finish, adjustable sights. Some loss of finish on grips, rest good plus condition.

R 1250,00

16 .32 Taurus Revolver
Mid frame, six shot model. Good to good plus condition.

R 400,00

17 38spl Astra Inox Revolver
All stainless steel. A 2" (51mm) snubbie. Good bore and 5 cylinders. Wooden hand grips. VGC.

R 1000,00

18 .38spl Rossi Revolver
A 2" snubbie, 5 shot cylinder, blued finish. Oversized Rossi black rubber grips. In a clip-on belt
holster. VGC.

R 1000,00

19 .38spl Taurus Ultralite Revolver
Lightweight, satin nickel finished 2" snubby revolver with factory rubber grips. Gun is "as new"
with plastic shield still in place on cylinder.

R 3500,00

20 ,38spl Llama Revolver
Large frame, 4" (10cm) barrel with a ventilated top rib. Bore is good. 6 shot cylinder. Loss of
finish to muzzle and cylinder. Good mechanical condition.

R 750,00

21 .38spl Taurus Revolver
A 2" snubbie, dirty bore. 5 shot cylinder, mechanically sound but uncared for metalwork and dirty
handgrips detract from its appeal.

R 500,00

22 .38spl Taurus Revolver
A 2" (51mm) barrelled version, barrel bore good. 5 shot cylinder. Oversized wooden grips. VGC.

R 800,00

23 .38spl Taurus Revolvers x 2
Large frame 6 shot models with 2" & 3" barrels. Both good condition.

R 1000,00

24 .38spl Taurus Revolver
25 .357mag & .38 Taurus Revolvers x2
Both large frame models with adjustable sights. Barrel length of 6" on .38spl & 4" on .357 mag.
Both good to good plus condition.

R 750,00
R 1950,00

26 .357mag Uberti BuntLine Single Action Revolver
Barrel length of 18" to Peacemaker type revolver which has extended hammer pivot screws to it
and cut out to bottom of grip allowing one to fit a detachable shoulder stock to it. The
detachable shoulder stock is absent. Colour case hardened frame. Very good condtiion

R 3000,00

28 7.65mm Davis O/U Pistol - Boxed
A chromed double barrelled derringer, A model D which takes the .32 auto cartridge (AKA the
7.65mm.). Excellent condition in manufacturer's box with handbook.

R 2000,00

29 .38spl Taurus Mod 85IS Revolver - Boxed
Stainless steel . A 2" snubbie, good bore. 5 shot cylinder. Extended wooden hand grips In
maker's foam lined cardboard box. VGC.

R 1000,00

30 9mmp Norinco MP17 Pistol - Boxed
Tokarev type pistol with safety and two tone finish in manufacturers box with spare magazine
and cleaning rod. Very good plus condition.

R 1650,00

1

CATEGORY : F COLLECTABLE LONGARMS
.303br Lee Enfield Cavalry Carbine

R 8500,00

A 5 shot magazine. The 20 1/2" (52cm) barrel has a slightly rough bore. Knox Form is stamped
with a big "E", signifying Enfield rifling. Butt socket marked " Crown V.R. Enfield 1900 L.E.C 1*".
Correct, flatened Carbine Type bolt handle. Faded overall grey colour. Fair condition.
2

.303br Lee Enfield No. 5 Jungle Carbine
Manufactured by ROF Fazakerley July 1945. Bottom of bayonet lug missing otherwise good
condition.

R 6000,00

3

.303br No. 5 Mk 1 Jungle Carbine
Manufactured by ROF Fazakerley May 1947. All features present and correct. Good original
condition

R 7000,00

4

.303br "Long Lee" L.E 1 Service Rifle
Volley sights removed. The 30" (76.2cm) barrel has a good bore. The other metalwork is in
good condition, woodwork sound. Butt socket marked "Enfield 1898 L.E 1". Mechanically
sound.

R 4250,00

5

.303br Long Lee" LE 1* Service Rifle
A 'long Lee' model. The 30" (76.2cm)has a reasonably good bore. Butt socket shows, under a
crown 'VR. BSA Co. 1900 L.E . 1*'. Post Boer War blade front and ladder rear sights. volley
sight fitted on fore end. Plain walnut stock in fairly good condition.

R 4250,00

6

.303br C.L.L.E. Service Rifle
Butt socket marked "BSA Company", UDF markings to receiver ring. Post Boer War sight
upgrade. Complete with charger guide. Good to good plus condition.

R 4250,00

7

.303br C.L.L.E. Service Rifle
A 'Long Lee", made by BSA, with charger guide. Post Boer war sights fitted, UDF markings to
receiver ring, the 30"(76.2cm) barrel with protective ears about the front sight and a tangent
sight at the rear, Good condition

R 4250,00

8

.303br P14 Service Rifle
Winchester manufacture .Standard sights fitted. Good condition

R 3950,00

9

.303br P-14 Service Rifle
Appears to be a standard P14 service rifle, Remington Manufacture denoted by 'RE' stamping
on breech. Stock very oily and cracked below action on RHS and butt roundel missing. Bore
good.

R 3750,00

10 .303br P-14 Target Rifle
ERA manufacture. Standard blade front sight, with rear sight removed and replaced with a
Parker Hale adjustable dioptre sight. Includes issue military webbing sling. The bore is very
good. Overall excellent condition.

R 3850,00

11 .303br Parker Hale P14 Target Service Rifle
Fitted with BSA pattern 14 target rear sight with adjustable dioptre, ball burnished AGP barrel
fitted, Butt has extension piece of approximately 3/4" fitted to it.

R 3850,00

13 .303br S.M.L.E. No. 1 Mk 3* Service Rifle
Re manufactured by BSA 1940. Metal and woodwork in good condition, as is the bore - stock
standard. Webbing sling included.

R 3950,00

14 .303br S.M.L.E. No. 1 Mk 3* Service Rifle
Manufactured by BSA Co for UDF. Good bore, good condition.

R 3950,00

15 .303br S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk III Service Rifle
BSA manufactured for UDF. Includes cartridge cut-off . Bore is good. Includes webbing sling.
Very good overall.

R 3950,00

16 .303br SMLE No. 1 Mk 3* Service Rifle
Bore is reasonably good. Brass disc inletted in RHS of butt is marked 'PSGD 4133'. Butt socket
marked "Crown GR BSA Co 1917 Sht.l.e 3 * Good Condition.

R 3950,00

17 .303br S.M.L.E. No. 1 Mk 3 Target Rifle
Dioptre rear target sight fitted. Standard blade front sight retained, original rear sight removed.
Butt socket marked " Crown GR BSA Co 1918 Sht.le 3*". Repaired chip to rear of fore end,
otherwise standard. Good condition.

R 3950,00

18 .303br No.4 Mk. 1* Service Rifle
Produced Savage 1942. Stamped on action top 'US PROPERTY', below that 'No.4 Mk.1*'.
Overall excellent condition and includes a webbing sling.

R 3950,00

19 .303br No. 4 Mk 1* Target Rifle
US property marked, manufactured Savage 1942. Dioptre target rear sight fitted , blade front
sight retained. Otherwise standard. Excellent condition.

R 4250,00

20 .303br No. 4 Mk. 1 Target Rifle
US Property marked, Savage manufacture 1942. Safety missing, recoil pad added to butt plate.
Fitted with tunnel type front sight and Parker Hale adjustable dioptre rear sight. Beech stock
and fore arm. Very good condition.

R 4250,00

21 .303br Lee Enfield No4 Target Rifle
Dioptre rear sight fitted, standard front sight retained, bore is very good. Includes webbing sling.
Manufactured ROF Fazakerley 1948. Very good original condition.

R 4250,00

23 7x57mm OVS/Chilean Boer Mauser Rifle
One of the batch ordered by the OVS from DWM which the Germans were unable to deliver
because of the British Arms blockade, subsequently sold to Chile. The rifle has both OVS and
Chilean stampings to it. Overall good condition but for chip to butt below bolt retaining catch.

R 9500,00

24 6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser M96 Rifle
Breech is stamped, under a crown and cartouche 'CARL GUSTAFS STADS
GEVARSFAKTURI'. The 29" (73.7cm) barrel has tangent rear sight, the bore is good. The
ramrod is present. Good to good plus condition.

R 7500,00

25 6.5mm Portuguese Mauser M1904 Rifle
Breech stamped with a crown over conjoined" IC", insignia of King Carlos the first. The 29"
(73.8cm) barrel has a reasonable bore, the usual blade front sight and Portuguese style tangent
rear sight. The woodwork is in reasonable condition.

R 2500,00

26 6.5x58mm Portuguese Mauser M1904 Rifle
Survivor of the German South West campaign 1914/15, rifle carries crest of both Juan Carlos I
and UDF ownership stamps. Fair to good original condition.

R 2250,00

27 6.5mm Portuguese Mauser Mod 1904 Rifle
Breech stamped with a conjoined 'IC' under a crown and on the LHS 'Espingarda Portuguesa
6.5 Mod.1904 DWM Berlin'. Bore of the 29" barrel is fair. Wood is clean and in good condition.

R 2250,00

28 7x57mm DWM 1904 Rifle
Left side of breech marked for DWM Berlin. The standard 29" (73.7cm) barrel with blade front
and tangent rear sight, bore is good. The wood in very good condition. Ramrod is present. VGC.

R 4500,00

29 8x57mm Turkish Mauser Service Rifle
Original as-issued. 74cm (29") barrel has a pretty good bore. Breech is stamped 'TC over AS *
FA over ANK crescent ARA over K.KALE over 1943' Obviously a Turkish Mauser. Bore is good,
action mechanically sound. Stock shows a crack right by the recoil cross-bolt. Wood shows
some use.

R 2750,00

30 7.92mm "KS" Mauser Gew 98 Rifle
The breech marked, under a crown 'Spandau 1900'.The 29" (73.7cm) barrel has a reasonably
good bore and an elaborate tangent rear sight, marked out to 2000m. The walnut stock is clean
and shows some barring and figure. VGC.

R 12500,00

31 7.92x57mm Turkish Mauser Service Rifle
The 29" (73.8cm) barrel has a tangent rear sight and a bare blade front sight. The bore is a bit
rough. The wood shows some use. Mechanically sound.

R 3500,00

32 7.9mm Ethiopian Mauser Service Rifle
Made by FN, Belgium. A rare gun. Barrle of 23.5 inch, bore good, Ethiopian arms on breech.
Woodwork somewhat dinged, good condition overall.

R 4500,00

33 7.62mm Spanish Mauser Service Rifle
Spanish model. The 60cm (23 5/8") barrel with blade front and tangent rear sights. Excellent
bore. The light coloured hardwood stock and forearm in very good condition. Rifles were
rebarreled to 7,62mm, arsenal refinished and put into reserve stock. Condition as new. VVGC.

R 5500,00

34 8x57mm Spanish Mauser M43 Service Rifle
Faint stamping on the breech, starting with "Fabrica" indicates an Iberian origin. The 24" (61cm)
barrel has a pretty good bore. The light coloured hardwood stock and forearm are clean and
good. VGC.

R 2950,00

35 8x57JS Serbian Mauser Rifle
Breech is stamped 'PREDUZE 44' The cartouche is of a star over a flame. Identical to the
German K98 Mauser rifle. The 23 1/2" (59.6cm) barrel has a good bore. Excellent condition.

R 5500,00

36 7.62x51mm "Israeli" Mauser K98 Rifle
Mod 98 converted to 7.62 by Israel. The 60cm (23 5/8") barrel with a protecting shroud over the
front sight. Usual tangent rear sight. Very good bore. Stock and forearm of beech. The sling is
the-standard Israeli K98 issue. VVGC.

R 4750,00

37 7,92x57mm Nazi Mauser K98 Rifle
Manufactured by Mauserwerke Obendorf 1937 as identified by S/42 code. Matching numbers
throughout, later British commercial proofs. Good original condition.

R 5500,00

38 7,5mm Mas 36 French service rifle.
Mle 1936 service rifle, all in good original condition including integral bayonet.

R 2750,00

39 7,62mm Nato Spanish M93 Carbine.
Originally built in 7x57 mm calibre, the carbines were later re-rifled to 7,62mm calibre and put
into reserve. Same action as the Boer Mauser. The rifle has at some stage had its receiver
drilled and tapped for scope use otherwise good refinished condition.

R 2950,00

41 .303br Martini Enfield Carbine
Artillery Carbine rebarrelled and marked to .303 by Enfield 1900, " VR Enfield 1900 Me 303 A.C
3", markings to receiver. Fair to good original condition.

R 2250,00

42 .577/450 Martini Henry Carbine By Field
Carbine with 22 1/2" (572mm) round barrel. "Field London" stamped on rear of barrel and LHS
of action. Very good bore. Action mirror polished. Stock redone, forearm still original. Clean
VGC.

R 5500,00

43 .450/577 Martini Henry Service Carbine
Carbine with 21 1/2" (546mm) barrel, reasonably good bore. Action marked under a crown
"BSA Co. 1889" small crown over a broad arrow then 'II' and '1'.Front sight blade missing.
Typical patina to metalwork. Woodwork in reasonable condition. Rifle carries "sold out of
service" addorsed arrows to barrel and action, Cape Government ownership stamps to butt
stock.

R 6500,00

46 .577 Snider Carbine
Lock marked "Crown cypher 1872" plus "V& R. Blakemore Birmingham & London" plus
"TOWER". Period copper reinforcing patches fitted behind trigger guard & lock. "J.S. Botha"
lightly carved into stock. Fair to good original condition.

R 2750,00

47 .577 Snider Carbine
In reasonably good shape, considering its age. Action is still tight in the barrel which has an only
very slightly pitted bore, could clean up well. Wood is in good condition. Lock marked " Crown
VR 1870 Enfield".

R 2950,00

48 .577 Snider Carbine
No finish left on the metalwork. Woodwork shows some wear. Action is rattling loose and a
piece of chain with a truncated cartridge case has been added as a protector for the firing pin.
Lock marked "Crown VR 1859 Tower".

R 2500,00

49 .577 Snider Carbine
Lock marked "Crown over GP BSA& M Co 1873". Mk I type action. Fair to good condition.

R 2750,00

50 11mm Mauser Mod 71 Carbine
Bolt action single shot cavalry carbine - short 20" (51cm) barrel, good bore. Mechanically sound,
the wood has taken some dings over the years.

R 6500,00

51 7,5mm Schmidt Rubin M31 Service Rifle
For many years the Swiss standard military rifle. This one with bunny ears protected front sight
and of tangent rear sight. The 25" (63.5cm) barrel has a very good bore. The action takes some
getting to know. First pull out the ring-ended rod and give it a quarter turn to the left, the bolt now
opens easily. The box magazine holds 5 rounds and has a release catch. The rifle is in very
good condition.

R 6500,00

52 .577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle
Standard infantry model. The long, 33 1/4" (84.5cm) round barrel with a blade front sight and a
ladder rear The walnut is acceptably dark and with some figure. Action marked "Crown VR BSA
& M Co 1886" This example is complete with sling swivels and ramrod. Good condition.

R 4750,00

53 .450/577 Martini Henry Service Rifle
Standard military configuration, British commercial proofs, finish on metal work removed, chip to
back of fore end. Fair to good condition.

R 4500,00

54 .577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle
Standard military configuration. The 33 1/4" (84.5cm) round barrel is fitted with a blade front
sight and ladder rear. Bayonet lug on the RHS of the muzzle band. Sling swivel at trigger guard
missing, as is the ramrod. Forearm walnut nicely dark with lots of barring, the stock with plenty
of figure. Very good overall condition.

R 4500,00

55 .300 Sherwood Martini Rifle by Francotte
Mini military full stock version - cadets rifle. Round barrel - 27 1/2" (700mm) has a reasonably
good bore though it is missing a front sight blade. The mini action - stamped " Francotte's 1902
Patent' on the LHS, has a takedown lever/screw on the bottom RHS. Wood is plain straightgrained and clean. VVGC.

R 2750,00

56 .310 Greener Martini Sporting Rifle
The heavy 26" (660mm) barrel has a 10mm flat along the top, almost a recessed rib. A standing
blade front sight and 4 folding blade "V" sights from 50 to 300 yards. A take-down lever/screw
on the front lhs of the action. This mini-Martini Francotte action is heavily engraved with
"W.W.Greener" on a scroll on both sides. On the rear RHS a safety catch which is inoperative.
The opening lever is curved to the pistol grip front. The stock and forearm chequered to 24LPI,
horn fore end tip to action, metal work has been refinished, well figuered stock is untouched.
Apart from small chip off stock at the RHS of action, in very good condition.

R 3000,00

57 .297/230 Francotte Martini Rifle
A Mini Martini, 27 1/2"(700mm) plain round barrel with iron sights, good bore. Plain action with
takedown lever/screw on RHS. Plain wood, straight grained, could benefit from a do-over. Good
condition.

R 2750,00

58 .297/230 Rook Rifle
Side-lever hammer action. Octagonal barrel of 28" marked "Made Expressly for E.C. Beckley
Boshof" and carrying open sights. Horn tip to fore-end, pistol grip type stock with grip cap and
steel butt-plate. Expected loss of finish to metalwork. Overall fair to good condition.

R 2750,00

59 297/230 Reeves Martini Rifle
Sporter with a 5" barrel with open sights to it. Miniature center-fire Martini take down action
marked "J. Reeves & Co. 11 Queen Victoria St. London". Weathered greyish finish to
metalwork. Overall good original condition.

R 2950,00

60 .450 No. 2 Westley Richards Free State Martini Rif
A lovely old gun in amazing condition for its age. The action is peculiar to Westley Richards and
is sometimes referred to as the 'Free State Martini; back then the OVS purchased many in
military guise. This is an out-and-out sporting rifle. The bore of the 28" (712mm) barrel is very
good and could clean up further. The standing "V" sight is supported by 7 others, out to 800yds
On the massive 14mm wide top rib are inch markings from 8 to 20 inches, presumably for
measuring trophies. At the rear of the rib is ' For No.2 Case'. The drop lock action contains a
swinging hammer instead of the Martini's spring-powered striker. The safety lever on the RHS of
the action is standard, but blocks the trigger not the hammer. Excellent scroll engraving
surrounds the lhs - 'Westley Richards Patent Rifle, 170 New Bond Street, London'". The dark
dense walnut is expertly cut to a 20LPI pattern around the hand and a wrap around pattern on
the fore end which is held in place by a wedge cross bolt VVGC,

R 10000,00

61 .577/450 Martini Henry Sporting Rifle
Sporterized. Top of 27 3/4"( 70cm) round barrel matted and 'English Manufacture' added, bore
is very good, front sling swivel added. Standard action, but cocking indicator and breechblock
polished. Stock redone and forearm replaced, both skip-line chequered. Ventilated recoil pad
added, giving a LOP of 14 1/2"(368mm). VGC.

R 4750,00

62 .577/450 Martini Sporting Rifle By Hollis
Stamped on barrel -"I. Hollis & Sons, London". Forearm cut down, otherwise standard military
Martini-Henry. The 28" (712mm) round barrel has a reasonably good bore and is missing the
front sight blade. On the LHS, by the breech is -"Henry's Test 1930".The action is tight, the wood
plain but clean. Good working condition.

R 3250,00

64 16ga Martini Henry Shotgun
Original Martini sporting rifle which has now been smooth bored to 16ga, ribbed 25,8" barrel with
sight blades now removed, action by Brandenlin Armory, horn fore-end tip and wrap around
chequering to fore end, wrap around chequering to wrist, rifle original had a solid red recoil paid
which has deteriorated badly. A useful source of spares?

R 1500,00

65 .45-70 Trapdoor Springfield Model 1873 Rifle
Lock plate marked with eagle and "US Springfield 1873", breech block also marked "US Model
1873", serial number 85824 to tang, barrel of 321/2" with good round finish to it and rear sight
adjustable to 1200 yards. Includes a cleaning rod, stock marked "NGH B 12". Stock has been
lightly refreshed. Overall good to good plus original condition.

R 4750,00

66 .44-40win Winchester Mod 1873 Rifle Pre-1898.
Model 1873 lever action carbine. Manufactured 1890. Reblued metalwork. 19 3/4" (49cm) round
barrel with a good bore. Blade front sight, standing "V" rear combined with a folding ladder from
200 to 900yds. Usual under-slung tubular magazine. Plain walnut stock and forearm. Serial
number 3660XXB.VGC.

R 12500,00

67 .30-06spr US M1 Garand Rifle
Manufactured by Springfield Armoury, serial number 4263802 indicates 1952 manufacture for
Korean conflict. Scarce. Good to good plus condition.

R 12500,00

68 .30carbine US M1 Carbine
Manufactured by STD.PROD. Serial number 2162424. Unusual folding blade rear sight to gun,
in addition to standard peep sight. Includes issue webbing sling and oil bottle. Fifteen round
magazine.

R 11500,00

69 7,5mm French Fusil M24/29 Rifle
Rhodesian bush war veteran which was part of a batch of firearms donated by Col Gadaffi of
Libya to one of the Rhodesian "Liberation' armies. Rear sight missing, rest of firearm in
reasonably good condition. Firearm marked "Mle Model 1924 M29'.

R 7500,00

70 7.62 SKS Semi Auto Rifle
Rhodesian bush war veteran with expected dings and scratches to wood work, Chinese
manufacture, blade type socket bayonet fitted, bore still good.

R 6500,00

71 7.62x39mm Hungarian AKM Rifle
Rhodesian bush war veteran. Semi-auto only. Shows expected wear and battle scars.
Surprisingly good bore.

R 18500,00

72 223Rem Vektor LM5 Carbine
Original Vektor production with patent muzzle break fitted, folding stock, rough grip tape add to
fore end and grip. Good plus condition.

R 19500,00

73 7.62x39mm AKM Rifle by Ishmash
Commercial variant of the AKM rifle with side folding synthetic stock and provision for Dragunov
type scope mounting. Black synthetic furniture. Very good condition.

R 15000,00

74 .223rem Czech VZ58 Rifle
Compact variant of the Czech VZ58, re-manufactured by Czech Small Arms with side folding
skeleton stock and 12" barrel with bayonet mounting lug below it. Black synthetic compound

R 17500,00

furniture. Spares include 3 x 20rd. & 2 x 30rd. magazines. As new condition.
75 .223 Ruger Mini 14 GB Rifle
The GB fetches twice as much as a regular mini-14 in the USA and was designed for issue to
law enforcement agencies. The GB model is unique in having both a bayonet and flash hider as
standard. Blued with 18,5" barrel, 20 rd. magazine and in very good plus condition.
76 7,62x51mm FN Para-Fal rifle
Ex-Rhodesian rifle. Barrel length of 18", good refurbished condition. Good bore.
77 7.62mm G3 Service Rifle
Portuguese contract rifle many of which saw later service in SADF and also with Rhodesian
forces. Very good refinished condition.

R 8500,00

R 27500,00

R 8500,00

78 7,62mm Fn/R1 Rifle
One the first variant of the R1 rifle manufactured by FN for the SADF with the Republic coat of
arms to the magazine well. Barrel without flash-hider but integral bayonet lug to it. Correct
wooden stock to it. Matching numbers. Good refinished condition.

R 15000,00

79 7,62mm Ex-Rhodesian Fn-FAL Rifle
With considerable amount of Rhodesian camo paint still adhering to it. Type 3 FN made by
Fabrique Nationale. Carrying handles & sling swivels have been removed as pe rRhodesian
requlations. Fairly good bore, matching numbers. Unusual to get a Rhodesian "veteran" with this
amount of camo still to it. Good overall.

R 12500,00

80 .308win FN-Fal commercial Rifle
Type three model. Gun is in "excellent condition". Polymer forearm with provision for bipod
mounting, pistol grip and butt. S.A. type gas plug/sight. "Fabrique Nationale" production. VVGC.

R 14500,00

81 6.5mm Mannlicher Schoenauer Rifle

82 .22hnt Anschutz Mod 14/3132 Rifle
Sporting rifle with a 23,75" barrel and open sights and five round box magazine. Walnut stock
with schnabel tip, skip-line chequering and roll-over cheekpiece to Monte Carlo butt. Mint
condition.

R 0,00

R 7500,00

83 .243win FN Browning Lever Action Rifle
Fitted with Tasco 4x40 scope on Lynx type mounts. Detachable box magazine, 20" barrel,
straight hand. Excellent condition.

R 12500,00

84 243win Sako Finnwolf Lever Action Rifle
Includes spare magazine. Tasco 6x40 fitted.24 " barrel is equipped with open sights. Good to
good plus condition.

R 12500,00

85 .30/30win Winchester Mod 94 Carbine
Model 94 saddle carbine, 20" barrel missing front sight. Good bore. Plain walnut stock and
forearm have taken a bit of punishment over the years, could be fixed Mechanically sound.

R 12500,00

86 .270win Brno Mod ZKK Rifle
A single set trigger to the medium model action which sports a 4-16x42 Lynx scope. The 60cm
(23 5/8")barrel is threaded at the muzzle for a moderator, its bore is good. The light coloured
walnut stock has 20LPI flat-top chequering to panels on the forearm and pistol grip sides. The
ventilated recoil pad is slowly expiring. VGC.
87 7x57mm Mauser M98 Sporting Rifle
Military Mauser M98 action. 24" (61cm) round tapered barrel with ramp front and 2 blade rear
sights. 2.5x32 Tasco scope fitted. Straight-grained medium walnut with flat-top chequering to
semi-pistol grip with rounded knob. Miniscule cheekpiece.. Good condition.

R 8500,00

88 7x57mm Mauser A Type Sporting Rifle
Serial number 107802 indicates1930/1931 manufacture. Commercial M98 action, drilled and
tapped for scope bases, 23 5/8" (60cm) barrel with a good bore. Ramp front sight, standing "V"

R 19500,00

R 6500,00

rear sight at 100m plus 4 folding blades out to 500m. Stock with some nice pattern in lightish
walnut, chequered to 22LPI at pistol grip and fore end wrap around pattern Excellent condition.
89 7x57mm Obendorf Mauser Square Bridge Rifle
Single square bridge Mauser action. Serial number 113219 indicates 1932/33 manufacture.
Receiver marked 'Mauser- Werke AG Oberndorf An', barrel length of 24" with tangent rear sight,
sling swivel and ramp type fore sight. Matching numbers to firearm. Rifle carries UDF
confiscation stamp WW2 to receiver ring. Very good bore. Stock has wrap around chequering to
fore end, two panel chequering to grip, cheek piece and Mauser marked butt plate. All in
particularly good original condition.

R 45000,00

90 7x57mm Ruger Custom Rifle
Custom rifle built on the Ruger M77. Rustblue type finish to metalwork with 22" barrel and
muzzle threaded for silencer. Custom stock of select grade walnut features a steel gripcap, 4round steel butt-trap, roll-over cheekpiece and interrupted chequering to grip and fore-end. A
good looking rifle in mint conditition.
91 .30-06 Sako Mod AV Sporting Rifle
Fitted with Tasco 6x40 scope on Lynx type mounts. Open sights to 23" barrel Sculpted Monte
Carlo cheekpiece to stock. Good plus original condition.
93 .303br Westley Richards Sporting Rifle - Pre 1898
Built on Lee Speed bolt action, barrel marked to "Westley Richards & Co London, For 303
Cartridge Mk VII" & "Made for Fereday & Sons Salisbury". Rifle has a leaf and ladder rear sight
to 25" barrel with sling swivel attached to barrel, five shot box magazine. Wrap around
chequering to fore end and grip, Rifling still relatively good. Overall good to good plus condition.

R 14500,00

94 .303brit "Lee Speed" Sporting Rifle - Pre 1898
Built on Lee Speed action. Engraving on rear band, 5 shot magazine, raised top rib with 1 fixed
and 2 folding "V" sights, plus a folding ladder sight. Fore-end has a horn tip and wrap-around
22LPI chequering. Butt has a nice semi-pistol grip and more chequering. The bore is good.
VGC.

R 5500,00

96 8mm Lee-Speed sporting rifle by C.G. Bonehill Pre
Lee-Speed sporter with engraved action, ribbed 24" barrel with three leaf rear sight and hinged
hood fore-sight. Sling swivel to barrel. Wrap-around chequering and horn fore-end tip to stock.
Wrap-around chequering to wrist, horn grip cap, escutcheon and engraved steel buttplate to
butt. Slide type safety to wrist. "C.G. Bonehill Belmont Firearms Works Birmingham" marked to
dustcover. Stock has been profesionally "refreshed" , dark brown finish to metalwork. Overall
good original condition.

R 6500,00

97 7,9x57mm Husqvarna M98 Sporting Rifle
Built on commercial Mauser solid side wall action, open sights to 23,5" barrel, rifle is fitted with a
4x32 'Target ' rifle scope. Two panel chequering to both wrist and fore end, solid Husqvarna
marked butt plate, excellent bore. Rifle is in very good plus condition.

R 6500,00

R 11500,00

R 7500,00

98 8x60mm Mauser A Type Sporting Rifle
Commercial M98 action, fitted with scope bases. Serial number 114398 indicates 1934
manufacture. Ramp front sight, standing rear "V" sight at 100m with 4 folding blades out to
500m. Bore very good Wood in very good condition. VGC.

R 12500,00

99 8x60mm Mauser A Type Sporting Rifle
Standard Mauser action with teardrop bolt handle.Serial number 117807 indicates 1936-37
manufacture. The rifle is listed in Jon Speed's "original Oberndorf Sporting Rifles". Barrel 24"
(61cm) has a good bore, fitted with a ramp front sight and a standing "V" sight for 100m plus 4
folding blades out to 500m. Wood in good condition, chequered fore-end and pistol grip panels.
Small, typical, cheekpiece. VGC.

R 17500,00

100 8x60mms Brno Mod 21 Rifle
Barrel length of 24" with two-leaf rear sight, sling swivel and ramp fore-sight to barrel. Dove tail
grooves to flat-top receiver. Rifle proofed 1959. Butter knife bolt handle, double set triggers and
push button mag release. Schnabel stock with two panel chequering to fore-end and grip.
Cheekpiece and solid chequered recoil plate. All in good original condition. Very good bore to
rifle.

R 9500,00

102 .338win mag Browning Semi Auto Rifle
Fitted with Weaver K4W scope, barrel of 24" has folding leaf rear sight and ramp front sight,
three round magazine. Wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip, solid
Browning recoil pad to butt. Excellent original condition.

R 14500,00

103 9x57mm Mauser Type B Sporting Rifle
Manufactured "Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf". Serial number 96939 indicates 1927
manufacture, tangent sights to 24" barrel. Lever release mag plate, chequering to wrist, cheek
piece to stock, original Mauser butt plate is cracked and would need replacement. Matching
numbers to barrel, receiver and bolt. Fair overall condition.

R 12500,00

104 9x57mm Mauser A Type Sporting Rifle
Manufactured in 1926. Rifle has 24" round medium weight barrel with five leaf express rear sight
from 100m to 500m. LHS of receiver marked "Waffenfabrik Mauser-Oberndorf A/n". Standard
round action with 1/4 turn magazine release lever. Rifle is 100% original, fully functional and
complete, matching numbers throughout, bore very good. Butt plate has been professionally
replaced with correct Mauser type and in the process the stock has been refreshed. A-type rifles
in 9x57mm caliber are not common. For the Mauser collector.

R 19500,00

105 9.3x62mm Husqvarna M98 Sporting Rifle
On a Mauser action with a slightly swept-back and curved bolt handle. The 24" (61cm) round
tapered barrel has a very good bore. Ramp front sight and 3 blade rear "V" sight. 4x40 Mark VII
Optic-Deluxe Electropoint scope by Hakko is fitted. The wood straight-grained and chequered to
22LPI to panels on the sides of the forearm and the pistol grip. The LOP to the red rubber butt
pad is 14 1/4" (36.2cm). A plain working rifle in a sought after calibre.

R 11500,00

106 9.5mm Mannlicher M1910 Take Down Rifle
Open sights to 23,5" barrel, two panel chequering to both fore end and wrist, steel butt trap to
stock, Stock appears to be a replacement, some pitting evident along barrel/stock line. Fair to
good bore. Fair to good overall condition.

R 6500,00

107 9,5mm Mannl Schoenauer M1910 Full Stock Carbine
Open sights to 20" barrel, receiver has been fitted with Lynx type base and rings. Rifle has 'Not
English Make" English proof marks to it. Receiver marked 'Oestrr.A Waffen Fabr - Ges Steyr'.
Silky smooth Mannlicher action, A full stock carbine with wrap around chequering to fore end,
two panel chequering to grip, cheek piece and butt trap. Good original condition.

R 9500,00

108 .375H&Hmag Mauser Custom Rifle by Musgrave & Sons
Barrel stamped 'Musgrave Seuns'. 25" (63.5cm) barrel has a very good bore and is fitted with a
ramp front sight and a standing "V" rear sight with 4 folding blades. Tasco 3X-9X - 44 scope is
fitted. Woodwork very clean and excellent chequering with rosewood grip cap and fore-end tip.
VVGC.

R 15000,00

109 .458win mag Ruger No.1 Falling Block Rifle
Open sights to 24" barrel which has ramp foresight and barrel band swivel. Rifle is also fitted
with Leuopold Vari-x3 1,5-5x rifle scope. Two panel chequering to both fore-end and wrist. Solid
red Ruger marked recoil pad. Rifle is in mint condition and appears to have seen very little use.

R 25000,00

111 .22lr. Remington Matchmaster target rifle
Bolt action with 5 shot magazine, relatively heavy profile 27" barrel with tunnel foresight and
micro-adjustable peep rear sight. "The Matchmaster" to barrel. Good to good good plus
condition.

R 3500,00

112 .22lr Anschutz Mod 54 Match Target Rifle
Includes Anschutz target peep rear sight with adjustable dioptre, adjustable rail mounted palm
stop to fore-end and tunnel fore sight to muzzle. Heavy profile 28,5" barrel, two panel
chequering to grip, cheek piece and rubber factory type butt plate to stock, mint bore. Very good
plus overall condition.

R 8500,00

113 .22lr BSA Martini International Mk II Rifle
Complete with Parker Hale PH25B adjustable dioptre target rear sight and tunnel fore sight,
heavy profile 29" barrel marked to 'Birmingham Small Arms Co Ltd England'. Heavy walnut foreend with integral bipod/sling rail, butt has dished cheek piece and solid BSA marked butt plate.

R 4500,00

The final variant of the BSA target rifle. Very good plus condition.
114 .22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle
BSA adjustable dioptre target rear sight and tunnel fore sight fitted to medium profile 25" barrel.
Fore end of 12" has brass trap with spare fore sight elements and two panel chequering. Rifle is
fitted with a steel cartridge holder to RHS of receiver, good bore. Fairly good overall
condition.Typical of the rifles used for cadet training.

R 2500,00

115 .22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle
Heavy 29" (73.7mm) barrel has a good bore. Target front sight and dioptre rear sight mounted
at the rear of the action. Very good condition.

R 3250,00

116 .22lr BSA Sportsman's Five Rifle
Bolt action with 5 shot box magazine.25" (63.5cm) round barrel with ramp front sight and
tangent rear, bore is good. Plain hardwood stock, could do with a lick of finish. Good condition.

R 1450,00

117 .22lr BSA Bolt Action Rifle
A single-shot rifle, the 19 1/2" (49cm ) round barrel has a so-so bore, basic iron sights . Action
works fine and the dark walnut stock is clean.

R 650,00

118 .22lr Mauser Mod Ms420 Clip Fed Target/Sporter Rif
First of the clip fed sporting rifle. Serial number 102157 indicates 1924 manufacture. The old
standard, right down to the Mauser cartouche impressed into the RHS of the stock. Round 24
1/8" (640mm) barrel with a good bore. Blade front sight, tangent rear sight out to 200m. Stock
has been cleaned and refreshed. Typical finger grooves in forearm, flat top chequering to pistol
grip, standard bolt action with 5 shot magazine. VVGC.

R 5500,00

119 .22lr Mauser MN410B Rifle
The classic .22 Mauser sporter. The 26" (66cm) barrel has a good bore and a hooded ramp
front sight with the typical tangent rear sight. 5 shot magazine. The walnut stock dark with
18LPI chequering to pistol grip sides and a wrap around fore end pattern. Very good condition.

R 4500,00

120 .22lr Unique Mod Dioptra Bolt Action Rifle
Very clean gun with five shot magazine, open sights to 23,5" barrel. Two panel chequering to
both fore end and wrist, Monte Carlo butt, will fiquered walnut stock, excellent condition.

R 2950,00

121 .22lr Walther Dual Action Rifle
Can be operated as a bolt action or semi-auto. 5 shot box magazine. The bore is very good on
the 24 3/8" (62cm) round barrel. A long eye relief 1.3x Bushnell scope is mounted, crosshairs
are not quite horizontal or vertical. Overall condition fairly good.

R 2750,00

122 .22lr Walther Dual Use Rifle - No Magazine
Can be used as either a semi-auto or bolt action. Open sights to relatively heavy profile barrel of
24.5". Ten shot detachable magazine. Finger grooves to fore-end. Barrel shows considerable
wear to finish and fore end shows evidence of a barrel band being added to it. Needs to be
reblued.

R 650,00

123 .22 Winchester Mod 1890 Slide Action Rifle
Octagonal barrelled version - 24" (61cm)long with plain iron sights and a reasonable bore. The
metal shows considerable loss of finish and the plain stock needs a do-over. Mechanically
sound.

R 1500,00

124 .22wr Winchester Mod 1906 Slide Action Rifle
Complete loss of bluing. A take-down model. Pale stock with a big extension giving a LOP of 15
5/8" (39.7cm) Good working condition.

R 1500,00

125 .22lr Winchester Mod 63 Semi- Auto Rifle
Chambered for the .'22L Rifle - Superspeed & Super' cartridges. Metalwork has lost all its finish
and only old age patina remains, yet mechanically the gun is sound. The 23"(58.4cm) round
barrel has a reasonably good bore. The wood plain and lacking finish.

R 1500,00

126 .22lr FN 'Landman' Rifle

R 750,00

Single shot bolt action boy's rifle. FN cartouche over breech. The 23 5/8" (60cm) round barrel
with basic iron sights, the bore is sound. The bolt action requires hand cocking to operate. Stock
basically okay, needs refinishing.
127 .22lr FN- Browning -Auto Rifle
Take down rifle with 19" barrel, good bore, and replacement light coloured wooden butt and fore
end. Some light wear to finish on metal work especially the action, Mechanically sound.

R 2250,00

128 .22lr FN-Browning Slide- Action Rifle
The 22" (55.8cm) round barrel has a passable bore and iron sights. Metal shows age patina with
a light speckling of rust here and there. The wood also showing its age, needs refinishing.
Mechanically sound.

R 1500,00

129 .22lr. Krico S/auto sporting rifle
Semi-auto blowback/dual action or fixed bolt. with 22,5" barrel, full-length magazine and montecarlo stock. Open sights to barrel, receiver grooved for scope mounting. Excellent condition.

R 2500,00

130 .22 Gecado Mod 50 Air Rifle
Underlever actuated, 47.5cm (18 3/4") barrel. Metalwork all highly blued in contrast to the bare
light coloured hard wood stock. A Generic 4x20A scope is fitted. A heavy gun. VGC

R 3500,00

131 16ga/7mm German Drilling - Pre 1898
By Fritz Weiss of Suhl Germany. A snap action with under opening lever and hammers. The top
lever pushed to the left selects the rifle barrel for the front trigger. The 30" (76.2cm) tubes all
have good bores. The rifle barrel is stamped 7.3mm, but what rimmed straight walled case
answers who knows! Nitro-proofed barrels marked to C. Krupp". Cheek piece and semi-pistol
grip to stock. Good plus condition.

R 15000,00

132 16ga/8mm Drilling Hammer Gun by Ferd. Nordahl Lapv
Pre 1898. Back action locks with deer scenes, typical scrollwork over the rest of the rounded
action. Top break lever, Tang "safety catch" engages front trigger to rifle barrel. The 27 1/2"
(70cm) show mild pitting in the left tube, the right and rifle barrels are good. Right barrel shown
as 16.9mm while left(choke) barrel is 16.2, pretty much a full choke. Wide top rib - 10mm - has
a folding ladder rear sight out to 500m. Light bugle to LH muzzle, this can be corrected. LOP is
13 7/8" (35.3cm) to the front trigger. Semi-round grip with cheekpiece to stock.

R 8500,00

133 9.3mm/16ga. Drilling Hammer Gun - Pre 1898
On the right lock is "R. Scherping, Hofbuchsenmacher". All three of the bores are pretty good.
The 28" (712mm) barrels by J.P Sauer & Sohn, the right more open choked than the left. The
back action hammer action has the opening lever on the left hand side. The top lever only
moves to the left side and selects the rifle barrel in this position. Otherwise a pretty typical
example of the genre. The stock has been crudely 'chequered' but otherwise is in good
condition. The forearm's chequering is tired and requires recutting. With the doll's head rib
extension the lock-up is still tight.

R 12500,00

134 12ga/.450 Bonehill Combination Cape Gun
Bar action side lock top lever hammer gun. The top rib shows 'C.G.Bonehill Maker
Birmingham'.11mm broad top rib ramped at the front sight, at the rear a standing "V" blade plus
two folding out to 300yds plus a ladder sight to 900yds. Shotgun barrel is 3/4 choked and has
some pitting, rifle barrel looks good. The cross-bolt keeps the action tight. Rifle barrel is
chamber for the .577/450 Martini cartridge. A heavy gun at just over 4kg.

R 3500,00

135 .43/12ga. Sauer Box Lock Combination - Pre 1898
An auto safety non-ejecting box lock with top cross bolt showing 'J.P.Sauer & Sohn, Suhl" on
each side of the action. The 27 1/2" (70cm) barrels have good bores and the left hand (shotgun)
barrel is a 3/4 choke. The 11mm broad rib holds a 3 leaf folding rear sight and a low blade front
sight. Rifle barrel diameter is given as 10.7mm. The light coloured walnut stock and fore end are
chequered to 20 LPI. The LOP to the front, rifle trigger, is 15"(38.2cm) to a ventilated recoil pad.
Gun weight is 3.58kg (7.9lbs) Good condition.

R 4500,00

136 .450/12ga Cape Gun - Pre 1898
Barrels are marked "'Expressly made -Crouch Bros East London". The 27 3/4" barrels, on the
right a 1/4 choked 1`2ga barrel with pitting in front of the chamber; on the left a pretty good rifled
.45 bore. Rear sight with one standing "V" and 7 folding - out to 800yds. A bar action side lock
hammer gun, still works though trigger pulls are on the heavy side. Basic edge and scroll pattern
engraving. Plain straight grained walnut stock with skeleton steel heel and toe pieces a nice
touch. At 4.1kg (9lbs), typically heavy. Top rib is lifting off towards the muzzles.

R 2500,00

137 .303/12ga Combination Hammer Gun By Chas Osborne
Bar action side lock hammer action with a Greener cross bolt. The 28" (71.2cm) tubes have
good bores with an 11mm wide top rib that is ramped towards the blade front sight. Rear sight
the customary standing "V" plus 3 folding and a ladder out to 1000yds. The 12ga right barrel is
choked 3/4 and is nitro-proofed for 1 1/8oz (32gm) shot, the left rifle barrel is also nitro-proofed
and stamped 305. The stock has been cracked through the hand and repaired, but a small
piece is missing. Gun weight a hefty 4.47kg (9.9lbs).

R 4500,00

138 .410 Liege S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898
Back action hammer locks and rounded action make for an attractive little gun. Some slight
scroll engraving here and there The left hand hammer has been crudely repaired. It must have
been a beautiful gun when new. The 26" (66cm) barrels display light pitting ahead of the
chambers, and have lost most of their bluing. Fair condition.

R 2500,00

139 .410 Aya S/S Poachers Shotgun
Double external hammers on a side-lever folding gun. The bores on the 30 1/4" (76.8cm)
barrels are quite good. Stock a nicely figured lightish walnut, chequered to 20LPI. The LOP to
the front trigger is 13 3/4" (35cm). Weight is just 2.7kg (6lbs). Good condition.

R 2750,00

140 .410 Liege S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898
Folding external double hammer action shows remnants of colour case-hardening. The 29 3/8"
(74.4cm) barrels are somewhat pitted, the left being worse than the right. The stock remarkably
good, though a re-do would not go amiss. Weight of gun a tad over 2kg.

R 2950,00

141 20ga Holland & Holland Box Lock S/S Shotgun
Scaled down box lock action with extractors and auto safety. Action displays pitting, especially
on the top tang. The 28" (71.2cm) barrels have very good bores and are choked improved
cylinder on the right and a loose full choke on the left. Stock has been extended and LOP is now
14" (35.6cm). Stock and forearm are in very good condition, only the action needs uplifting.

R 25000,00

142 16ga Belgian Hammer S/S Shotgun - Pre 1898
Back action locks on a hammer action. An unusual style of bold engraving has been employed
and is striking to say the least. The 29 1/2" (74.8cm) barrels exhibit light pitting in both tubes.
The top rib matted for visibility and tapered down to the muzzles, has a dolls head extension.
The semi-pistol grip stock an unusual cheek piece. The dark walnut showing its age.

R 1850,00

143 12ga Sauer S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898
With snug back action hammer locks. engraved ;"J.P.Sauer & Sohn, Suhl". Cylindrical cross
bolt. The 29 1/2" (75cm) barrels show light pitting in the bores; The top rib tapers markedly from
the breech to the muzzles, the chokes are 1/4 right and 3/4 left barrel. A silver medallion is
inserted into the foot of the main barrel lump.

R 2500,00

144 12ga R Hughes S/S Shotgun - Pre 1898
Bar action sidelock hammer gun, marked "Hughes" on both locks which also show a pair of
spaniels. Fitted with a dolls head rib extension. The 30 1/4 (768mm) barrels show slight pitting
forward of the chambers. Choke is a quarter right barrel and 3/4 left barrel.The Damascus
patterning of the barrels is particularly attractive. The stock and forearm are of straight-grained
walnut.

R 2500,00

145 12ga W. Richards S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898
Back action locks, hammer gun, non ejector. Locks to 'W.Rrichards' light scroll engraving over
metalwork. The 30" (76.2cm) barrels have very good bores and are both choked full. Barrel flats

R 4500,00

show nitro proof marks for a 1 1/4oz (36gm) shot. The forend with a couple of scratches and
excellent chequering demonstrates the stock as being a definite replacement, devoid of any
chequering. Should make a good shooter. Unusual to encounter a nitro proofed hammer gun.
Good condition.
146 16ga Belgian S/S Shotgun
Barrels marked "E. Hoehne & Co. Bloemfontein". A box lock non-ejector auto safety model with
a cross bolt and side clips to plain action with a pinch of engraving. The 29 3/4" (75.6cm)
barrels have very good bores and the left barrel is only slightly more choked than the right. The
top rib is matted tapered and slightly swamped. The light coloured walnut semi-pistol grip stock
is chequered to 22LPI as is the fore end which has an Anson push catch. The gun is nitro
proofed in Liege, Belgium. All-up weight a comfortable 2.94kg (6.5lbs). VGC

R 2500,00

147 12ga Needham S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898
Bar action sidelocks marked "J.N. Needham". Hammer action with top break lever, non-ejector,
lightly engraved. The 30 1/4" (76.8cm) barrels show some light pitting in both tubes which are
choked improved cylinder on the right and 3/4 on the left; black powder proofs only. The top rib
shows "J.N.Needham Damascus Works, Loveday Street, Birmingham" and ends in a dolls head
extension. The stock and fore arm of medium coloured walnut show rough attempts to rechequer them. LOP is 13 7/8" 35.3cm) to front trigger.

R 2250,00

148 12ga Greener Box Lock S/S Shotgun
A boxlock extractor model with the obligatory cylindrical cross-bolt, double bite and side safety
catch, at least it is non-automatic! The 30" (76.2cm) barrels have good bores and the top rib
shows the usual Greener addresses and tapered nicely towards the muzzles Chokes are 1/4 in
right barrel and full in the left. Good walnut with dark figure to the stock with a semi-pistol grip,
Chequering to 24LPI to it and the forearm. LOP to front trigger 14 1/4"(36.2cm). Gun weighs
3.4kg (7.5lbs). VVGC.

R 4500,00

149 12ga Playfair & Co Box Lock S/S Shotgun
An ejecting auto safety boxlock with sideplates. These are nicely let into the stock. Good scroll
engraving to almost all the action, tangs and trigger guard. Action flats also show heat
treatment. The 30" (76.2cm) tubes are of damascus steel and barrel flats show black powder
proofmarks. The bores are excellent and the right barrel is cylinder, the left full choked. Stock
and forearm are of good dark barred walnut with chequering to 24LPI. The LOP to the front
trigger is 14 1/2"(36.8cm), gun weight is 3.15kg (6.9lbs). A lovely example of the genre..

R 5500,00

151 12ga Greener Box lock S/S Shotgun
A boxlock action with eponymous cross-bolt and side safety, colour case-hardened.for a
change. The 32" (81.3cm) tubes have excellent bores and are nitro-proofed for 1 1/4oz (36gm)
of shot and 2 3/4" (70mm) cases. Chokes are a half and full. Reddish-brown walnut stock and
forend have 20LPI flat-top chequering and LOP to front trigger is 14 3/8" (36.5cm). At 3.59kg
(7.9lbs), not a light gun, great for ducks though.VVGC.

R 4500,00

152 12ga Sauer & Sohn Box Lock s/s Shotgun
A extractor auto safety boxlock offering, the action with cylindrical cross-bolt and side-clips. The
30" (76.2cm) barrels are nitro-proofed and the bores and chambers are good, Both barrels are
choked extra full and are marked - 'Krupp Laufstahl'. Gun probably intended for live pigeon
competition. The stock and forend of light coloured walnut and chequered to 20LPI. The LOP to
the front trigger is 14 1/2" (36.8cm), weight is 3.19kg (7lbs). Good condition

R 4850,00

153 12ga Ward & Sons S/S Shotgun
A boxlock with curious cone-shaped fences, automatic safety; rib reads -'Ward & Sons,
Birmingham'. The 30" (76.2cm) barrels are choked cylinder on the right and full on the left, the
bores show some light. Stock and forearm are of light coloured walnut chequered to 18LPI. LOP
Is 14 1/4" (36.2cm) from the front trigger to the black synthetic butt pad.

R 3500,00

154 12ga Westley Richards S/S Box Lock Shotgun
Has been restocked with walnut of nice pattern and lightish colour. Original forearm's Deeley
catch is engraved 'July 1 1873'. The 30" (76.2cm) tubes both show light pitting and are a

R 3950,00

cylinder bore on the right and 3/4 choke on the left. The top rib ends in the eponymous 'dolls
head' extension and the matt silver action shows 'Anson& Deeley's Patent 2919 Pat Feb 1 '76.
An extractor model, all-up weight 3.1kg (6.8lbs).
155 12ga Needham Box Lock S/S Shotgun
A non-ejecting auto safety boxlock action, marked 'J.V.Needham' on both sides. The action
polishers have had a field day on this one! The marginally longer than 30" (76.2cm) barrels
exhibit good bores. The right has a full choke, the left a tight full choke. The matted and tapered
top rib has -' J.V.Needham. Damascus Works Loveday Street Birmingham' yet the fluid steel
barrels are proofed for 1 1/4 oz (36gm) of shot. The semi-pistol grip stock is of dark, but plainish
walnut Chequering is to 24 LPI, weight is 3.26kg (7.2lbs). VGC.

R 3750,00

156 12ga W.R.Pape S/S Box Lock Shotgun
On top rib 'W.R.Pape Newcastle Upon Tyne, Winner of the London Gun Trials 1858,1859, 1866
& 1875'. On barrels 'Made Especially for W.Rawbone Cape Town'. Action with engraved borders
and marked 'W.R.Pape' on both sides; cross bolt and extractor only, auto safety. The 30"
(76.2cm) barrels with good bores, choked a loose half on the right and full on the left. Nitroproofed for 1 1/8oz (32gm) loads. Dark walnut stock and forend, the latter showing lots of wear
the stock is probably a replacement as the chequering attempts are not professional. LOP is 14
1/2"(36.8cm) to front trigger, gun weighs 3.18kg (7lbs).

R 3500,00

157 12ga Greener Box Lock S/S Shotgun
Externally this boxlock gun is a mess, complete loss of bluing, stock cracked and roughly
repaired, chequering worn away. However, mechanically, the gun is good. The 30"(76.2cm)
tubes are pristine, and are choked 1/4 on the right and 3/4 on the left. The lock-up with the
Greener cross-bolt is tight though you are stuck with the inevitable side safety. Weight is 3.3kg(
7.3lbs). A 'project' gun.

R 1750,00

158 12ga Greener Box Lock S/S Shotgun
A boxlock action, highly polished wth cross-bolt, side safety and extractor. The 30" (76cm)
barrels have good bores and are choked improved cylinder on the right and full on the left. The
stock has had a couple of cracks at the head repaired with brass pins and a chip on the comb.
The walnut is plain and straight-grained; LOP is 14 3/4"(37.5cm). There has been an attempt at
recutting the chequering at the semi-pistol grip. Gun weighs 3.25kg (7.2lbs). Top rib is inscribed,
inter alia - 'Made for W.Rawbone, Cape Town'.

R 3750,00

159 12ga Side Lock Ejector S/S Shotgun
Top rib is inscribed - 'Specially Made to the Specifications of the London Shooting School of
Willesden, London'. Barrels stamped 'Sir Joseph Whitworth's Fluid Compressed Steel'. The 30"
(76.2cm) barrels have good bores and are of cylinder bore on the right and 1/2 on the left. The
bar action sidelocks are profusely engraved with floral and scroll work. Unfortunately the stock
has been broken through the hand and messily repaired. A project gun for someone who is
prepared to restore it. The LOP is 14 5/8" (37.5cm) to the front trigger and the gun weighs
3.12kg (6.9lbs).

R 3500,00

160 12ga BSA S/S Box Lock Shotgun
Top rib shows 'Made by B.S.A.', A plain boxlock extractor model with an auto-safety, stamped
B.S.A on lefthand side. The 30" (76.2cm) barrels show some very light pitting and are cylinder
bore on the right and 3/4 choked on the left. Gun is nitro-proofed for 1 1/8oz (32gm) loads.The
stock is of light walnut and has a LOP of 14" (35.5cm). Gun weight 3.53kg (7.8lbs).

R 3750,00

161 12ga Winchester Mod 101 O/U Skeet Gun
Single trigger ejector, engraved action with 26" barrels with open chokes, two panel chequering
to fore end and grips, Winchester marked butt plate. Gun is in mint condition and appears to
have seen very little use.

R 12500,00

162 12ga Winchester Mod 101 O/U shotgun
Excellent condition, choked improved cylinder in bottom barrel, 1/4 choke on top, narrow field
gun rib. Non auto safety, ejector single trigger. LOP 14 7/8" from trigger to base of ventilated
recoil pad. VVGC.

R 12500,00

163 12ga Beretta Mod 56E O/U Shotgun

R 12500,00

Double trigger model S56E. Silvered action with auto safety and ejectors. Barrels have excellent
bores, choked 3/4 bottom and full top barrel.Flat-top chequering to 20LPI, LOP is 14 3/8"
(36.5cm) from front trigger to base of recoil pad. VVGC.
164 12ga FN-Browning Humpback semi-auto Shotgun
The venerable A5 model 'humpback'. Spring operated long recoil action. 29" (73.7cm) barrel
with a full choke. Woodwork in good condition except for small chip out of left hand side of the
top tang. Weight 3.9kg. VGC.

R 2850,00

165 12ga Greener GP Martini Shotgun
Single barrel on a Martini action. The action has been copper coloured and has "Greener's GP
gun' on its RHS and 'W.W.Greener Maker Birmingham England' on its LHS. Thumb safety catch
on the rear RHS of the action. The 34" (83.8cm) barrel is choked a tight full, the bore is good.
Fore-end and stock of some light coloured hardwood, flat-top 'chequering' to about 10 LPI is
evident on both. Weight is 3.2kg (7lbs) for a single barrelled gun! Good condition.

R 1750,00

166 12ga Winchester Mod 37 Single Barrel Shotgun
Clean bore to 30" (762mm) barrel with a tight 3/4 choke. 2 3/4" Chamber. Trigger cocks with a
small hammer just behind the opening lever. Plain straight-grained American walnut. VGC.

R 7500,00

167 12ga Greener S/S Shotgun - Cased
On rib -'W.W.Greener, Maker. 68 Haymarket London, Works, St Mary's Square Birmingham'.
29 7/8" (75cm) barrels with slightly tapered top rib are nitro-proofed for 1 1/4oz (46gm) loads
and choked - right 1/2 and left full. Excellent bores. Polished boxlock action with typical
crossbolt and side safety. Walnut stock with some good figure and colour, 24LPI chequering to
hand, forearm possibly a replacement with much wider chequering 20LPI. The LOP to front
trigger 14 5/8" (36.7cm). Weight 3.25kg (7.2lbs). Leather case in excellent condition.

R 12500,00

168 12ga Westley Richards Shotgun - Cased
Top rib marked- 'Westley Richards & Co.Birmingham Federal Quality'.30" (760mm) barrels,
good bores filled with tapered oil mop rods. Right hand barrel Improved Cylinder, left hand Full
choke. Standard box lock action, auto safety. Overall loss of bluing and crude replacement front
sight bead. Stock of dark brown walnut flat-top chequering to 22LPI. Forend somewhat worn.
Weight 3.1kg (6.8lbs).Case in good condition.

R 6500,00

169 .275 J Rigby Rifle - Cased
Barrel marked -'Made for Army & Navy C.S.Ltd by John Rigby & Co. 72 St James' Street
London". Takedown model with 25" (635mm) barrel with a good bore. Ramped front sight with
removable blade and 3 blade rear sight, 200 and 300yd blades folding. Standard M98 Mauser
action with a teardrop bolt handle, steel floorplate and trigger guard. Forearm with a shotgun
style release catch. Wrap-around 22LPI chequering. Stock with nicely coloured and figured
walnut and relaxed semi-pistol grip. Note that barrel locating screw has no detent and could be
easily lost! Canvas and wood original case in good condition. A desireable piece.

R 95000,00

170 12ga Cogswell & Harrison "Avant tout"
For those of you who are not bilingual that means - 'Before All'. The top rib shows ' Cogswell &
HarrisonLtd, 226 Strand London'. The 30" (76cm) barrels are nitro-proofed for a 1 1/8oz (32gm)
load. The chambers and bores are very good and the chokes are 1/4 right and 3/4 left. The
hammer back action locks are plain with double line border. Barrels are blued, action is
polished and trigger guard has lost most of its blue and shows some light rust speckling.
Forearm and stock are of straight grained walnut and cut to 20LPI with flat-top chequering. LOP
to front trigger is 14 1/2" (370mm).

R 9500,00

1
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.22lr Brno Mod 2 Rifle
Open sights to 24,5 " barrel which is fitted with slip-on threads for a silencer. Manufactured
1976, 4X Bushnell Banner scope fitted.Very good plus condition.

R 4750,00

2

.22lr Brno Mod 2 Rifle
Manufactured 1975. Hakko 4X32 scope fitted. Muzzle theaded for silencer. Barrel length of
24,5". Good to good plus condition.

R 4750,00

3

.357mag Navy Arms Single Action Revolving Carbine
Made by Uberti of Italy for Navy Arms. Barrel of 18" (458mm) with fixed iron sights, 6 shot,
single action. Walnut stock . Blued barrel, case hardened action and brass trigger guard and

R 3750,00

butt plate. Excellent condition.
4

.22lr Voere Bolt -Action Rifle
Bolt action, grooved for a scope, with a 5 shot box magazine, side safety catch. 21 1/4"(54cm)
round barrel with blade front sight, tangent rear 50-200m; bore is good. Stock very plain and
lacking finish, could do with some TLC. Good condition.

R 3500,00

5

.22/410 Stevens O/U Combination
Another of the genre - this one with polymer stock and forend. Both of the 24" barrels have
good bores VGC.

R 1500,00

6

.22/410 Savage O/U Combination
24" (61cm) stacked barrels. Smooth bore showing some pitting, rifle bore good. Forearm not
very secure, does not lock fully into place. Stock is good but overall the gun shows its age.

R 1400,00

7

.22/410 Stevens O/U Combination
24" superposed barrels, top .22rf, bottom .410, both with good bores, single trigger hammer
break action. Bronzed action. Polyester stock and forend. Good working condition.

R 1500,00

8

38spl Rossi Puma Lever-Action Rifle.
Lever action saddle carbine, ex Brazil, 20" (51cm) round barrel with iron sights, bore very good,
tubular magazine. Stock of dark hardwood.VGC

R 4500,00

9

22lr Norinco JW 21 Lever-Action Rifle
Lever action saddle carbine style .Safety catch on top tang. Round 20" (51cm) barrel with blade
front sight, missing rear sight, bore is good. Hardwood stock and forearm, both chequered to
20LPI. Pistol grip is unusual for this style of rifle. VGC

R 3250,00

10 44mag Rossi Puma Lever-Action Rifle
Copy of Winchester Model 94, but in .44 Magnum. Round 20" (51cm) barrel with iron sights,
bore is good. Saddle ring on LHS of action is a nice touch. Stock and forearm of dark hardwood.
VGC.

R 4500,00

11 .357mag Navy Arms Co Rifle
Copy of Winchester Model 1873.Blued action and barrel, made in Italy for Navy Arms. Round
heavy 19" (48cm) barrel with blade front sight, rear "V" combined with a folding ladder sight out
to 900m. Excellent bore. Plain straight-grained walnut stock and forearm. Gun appears to be
unused. Very good condition.

R 4750,00

12 222rem Brno Fox Mod 2 Rifle
A Fox Model 2, small action. The 24 1/4" (61.5cm) barrel has a good bore, iron sights removed
and a Nikko Stirling 4x32 AO Mountmaster scope installed. Muzzle threaded for a sound
moderator. Action sports a set trigger and a 5 shot box magazine. Wood a medium grade of
walnut, chequered at forearm and pistol grips sides to 18LPI. VGC.

R 7500,00

14 .270win Mauser M98 Rifle
Iron sights removed and muzzle threaded for a sound moderator. The 22 1/4" (56.5cm) barrel
has a good bore. The bolt handle barely clears the scope which is a Tasco 4x32. Set trigger to
the Mauser action. The wood shows a little honest wear. VGC.

R 6500,00

15 308win Remington Mod 700 Tactical Rifle
Black synthetic stock, matt black finish to heavy 20" barrel. Scope mount rail to receiver.
Excellent condition.

R 9500,00

16 .30/06 Tikka LSA-65 Bolt-Action Rifle
On a LSA-65 action, the 22" (56cm) round barrel has a very good bore and sports a ramped
front sight and adjustable rear. Walnut with some barring and figure. Stock has a roll-over Monte
Carlo comb and skip-line chequering to panels on the forend and pistol grip sides. Excellent
condition.

R 8000,00

17 30-06sprg Ruger Mod 77 Mk 2 S/S Rifle
Laminated stock, 22" barrel, 3-9x42 Lynx silver finish scope which blends in very well to
stainless rifle. Excellent condition.

R 11000,00

18 .300wm Winchester Mod 70 Classic Rifle
Looks new. Action is tapped and threaded for scope mounts. No iron sights fitted to round

R 12500,00

tapered barrel which has a good bore. The stock of medium colour walnut with lots of figure, has
a rosewood end piece and a metal cap on the pistol grip. and a single recoil cross-bolt at the
rear of the action. Excellent condition.
19 .300winmag Blaser R93 Rifle
Gun appears brand new. The 25 1/2" (64.8cm) barrel is pristine, The bolt stiff as is the safety
catch. Polymer thumbhole stock in butt is very comfortable. VVGC.

R 22500,00

20 7.62x51mm P-14 Target Rifle
Standard action fitted with Lynx scope mounts and rings. Heavy target barrel 26" (66cms). Long,
excellent bore. Standard butt has had a bulky forearm grafted onto it. VGC.

R 6000,00

21 7.62x51mm M98 Custom Rifle - Scoped
Action stamped - "Fab.Nat.D'Armes de Guerre Herstal - Belgique". Heavy round tapered barrel
is threaded at the muzzle for a sound moderator. A Redfield 4-12X scope is mounted.The stock
is of black polymer with built-in butt pad. Excellent condition

R 7500,00

22 7,62mm Musgrave Bisley Target Rifle
RSA action and 26" Sportco match barrel on thumb hole target stock. CH 1/4 minute rear sight
with adjjustable aperture, and 5 minute increment ladder front sight with tunnel and full sent of
ring elements. Very good condition.

R 14000,00

23 .303brit P-14 Sporter Rifle
Drilled and tapped for scope mounts, 5 shot magazine. 26"(66cm) round barrel with ramped
front sight and tangent rear, 100-300yds. Bore is very good. Stock with cheekpiece, chequered
at pistol grip and forearm in panels of 22 LPI. LOP 14 5/8"(372mm) to ventilated recoil pad.
VVGC

R 4500,00

24 .303br Parker Hale Rifle
Built on a No.4 Mk1* action.The 22" (56cm) round tapered barrel fitted with a ramped front blade
and a single fixed "V" rear sight. The bore is okay. Forearm a cut-down military one and the
stock is standard SMLE. Condition very good.

R 3000,00

25 .303 Lee-Enfield No.4 Sporting Rifle
Built on the No.4 Mk2. the strongest action of the Lee Enfield series. Rifle has a good 23" barrel
with a bore measuring .3025 . Ram 4x40 rifle scope on Lynx mounts. Monte carlo buttstock with
grip and tipcaps. Leather sling. All in excellent condition.

R 4750,00

26 .303brit Lee Enfield No. 4 Sporting Rifle
With synthetic stock and forearm plus a Lynx 1.75-5x20 scope. 10 round magazine and the 26"
(66cm) barrel's bore is good. VVGC.

R 4500,00

27 .303brit P-14 Sporting Rifle
Built on a P14 sporter action. The 26" (66cm) round tapered barrel has a good bore & 3 leaf rear
sight, 5 shot box magazine to action. The medium walnut stock with some figure has 16LPI. Flattop chequering to the forearm and pistol grip, Monte Carlo Stock, ventilated recoil pad. Good
condition.

R 3950,00

28 .303 BSA Rifle
Built as a pig hunting rifle for night use. Standard SMLE action and 10 shot magazine in
synthetic stock and forearm. A massive Yukon Photon XT night vision scope fitted. The barrel is
23" (58.4cm) overall including sound suppressor. The bore is excellent. Rifle in mint condition.
VVGC.

R 12500,00

30 .410 Noble Pump-action Shotgun
Noble Model 70, proofed for 3" magnum cartridges, the 26" (66cm) barrel is full choked and has
a good bore. Action of some alloy keeps the weight down to 2.65kg. Plain hardwood stock has a
LOP of 13 3/4" (35cm).

R 3500,00

31 .410 Zabala Box Lock s/s Shotgun
Plain non-ejecting auto safety action. Bores of the 25 3/4" (65.4cm) barrels are very good. Light
coloured hardwood stock has 22LPI chequering to pistol grips and forearm. Weight is 2.8kg.
VGC.

R 3950,00

32 20ga Eibar S/S Box Lock Shotgun
A standard extractor auto safety boxlock action with a little decoration about the fences. The 30"
(76.2cm) tubes have good bores, chokes are 1/2 on the right and extra full on the left. Wood is

R 4500,00

clean, LOP to front trigger from ventilated recoil pad is 14 5/8" (37.2cm), weight is 2.8 kg
(6.2lbs). VGC.
33 12ga Cockeril S/S Hammer Shotgun
A non-ejector, bar action sidelock hammer gun. Minimal engraving on plain silvered action.The
28 1/2" (78cm) barrels have reasonably good bores, the right barrel is cylinder and the left is 1/2
choked. Liege proofmarks. Gun has been re-stocked with a piece of good walnut, lots of figure
and swirls. Fore-end has lost its chequering. LOP to front trigger from a ventilated recoil pad is
14 1/2"(36.9cm). All-up weight an even 3kg (6.6lbs). VGC

R 3000,00

34 12ga Aya Box Lock S/S Shotgun
A non-ejector manual safety boxlock with colour case-hardened action. The 27"(68.5cm) barrels
have very good bores and have a 1/4 choke on the right barrel and 3/4 choke on the left.
Woodwork is very clean, LOP is 14 1/4"(36.2cm) weight is 3.15kg (6.9lbs). VVGC.

R 3750,00

35 12ga A A Arms S/S Hammer Shotgun
A bar-action non-ejecting hammer gun with action locks and hammers case hardened. Standing
breech has side clips. Engraved action. Such as it is is of very poor artistic value.The 28"
(71.2cm) barrels are stamped 'Armas EGO (or U), Eibar, Made in Spain'and are choked 3/4 on
the right and full on the left. The stock and forend of a light honey coloured walnut with barring
and figure, flat-top chequering to 16 LPI has been used and the LOP to the front trigger from
the ventilated recoil pad is 15" (38.2cm) weight is 3.31kg (7.3lbs). Good condition.

R 4000,00

36 12ga. Miroku S/S Shotgun
A non-ejector, manual safety, boxlock with 28" barrels choked half & full. Pistol grip stock with
crisp chequering and 25mm wooden extension to butt giving 15" length of pull. Excellent
condition.
37 12ga Borchers Box Lock S/S Shotgun
Silvered, non-ejecto,r auto safety, boxlock action. The 28" (71.2cm) barrels have excellent bores
and choked 1/2 on right barrel and extra full on the left. Plain straight-grained wood with 20 LPI
chequering to forend and pistol grip sides. LOP 14 1/2" (36.8cm) to front trigger, weight is 3.1
kg (6.8lbs). VGC.
38 12Ga Miroku O/U Shotgun
Multi choke barrels of 26" with broad 16mm top rib carrying two beads to rib. Selective single
trigger ejector with engraved action to it. Good bores, good plus condition.

R 5000,00

39 12ga SKB Mod 605 O/U Shotgun
Polished action, single trigger multichoke (only 2 in the gun), non-auto safety, ejector model.
The 30" (76.2cm) barrels with pristine bores. Woodwork spotless, excellent as-new condition.
LOP 14 1/8" (36cm). Weight 3.55kg (7.7lbs). VVGC.
40 12ga Hege Trap O/U Shotgun
Broad rib to 29" barrels. Well-figured walnut stock with raised comb for trap shooting. Solid red
recoil pad. Engraved action. Choked full & half. Weight 3,5kg. Very good condition.
41 12ga Baikal O/U Shotgun
A non-ejector auto safety boxlock action. Relief engraving on RHS of action of a pointer and on
the LHS a hare. Action floor a capercaillie. The 28 5/8" (72.7cm) barrels have good bores and
choked 3/4 for the bottom barrel, extra full for the top. The hardwood stock and forend are
chequered to 20LPI, LOP is 14 1/4" (36.2cm) 13 1/2" (34.3cm) to rear trigger. At 3.45kg (7.6lbs),
quite a heavy gun.VGC.
42 12ga Rottweil S/Auto Shotgun
Alloy receiver with ducks and gamebirds in profusion on sides of the action. Has had camo tape
stuck all over it, that on the barrel still remains. 5 shot gas-operated auto. Fixed full choke on 27
1/2"(70cm) barrel. Chequering to panels on sides of forend and pistol grip, 20 LPI. The LOP is
13 7/8" (35.5cm). Good condition.
43 12ga Mossberg Mod 500AB Pump-Action Shotgun
Appears to be barely used. 25 1/2" (64.8cm) barrel has a Multichoke fitting at the muzzle. Top
tang safety is a very good idea. VVGC.
44 12ga Magtech Mod 586 Pump Shotgun
Steel receiver, 26" barrel, good bore. Clean woodwork. VVGC.
45 12ga KRC AV Horus Pump Action Shotgun
Manufactured in Turkey. Modern hi-tech tactical design with polymer stock, removable muzzle
brake and fast pump action. Picatinny rail on fore-end, 19" barrel with extended magazine

R 3500,00

R 9500,00

R 11500,00

R 6000,00

R 4500,00

R 3500,00

R 3500,00

R 1800,00
R 6500,00

holding 7 rounds. Firearm is as new. In its original box with instruction manual.
46 12ga Smith & Wesson Pump Shotgun
Model 916A pump action with shortened barrel - 18" (45.7cm). Excellent condition, appears
barely used.
47 12ga Winchester Mod1200 Riot Shotgun
Pump action, short barreled - 18 7/8" (48cm) - "RIOT" stamped on barrel. Appears barely used.
Bolt release catch just behind the trigger on the LHS of the action.
48 12ga Mossberg Mod 500A Riot Shotgun
Full-length magazine tube, 21" barrel. Excellent condition.

R 1800,00

49 12ga Winchester Mod 1300 Defender Riot Shotgun
Full-length magazine tube, 18" barrel. Mint condition.

R 2500,00

R 2500,00

R 2250,00

